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Abstract
Parallel-plate electrostatic actuators driven by a voltage difference between two elec-
trodes suffer from an operation range limited to 30 % of the gap that has significantly
restrained their applications in Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). In this thesis,
the travel range of an electrostatic actuator made of a micro-cantilever beam electrode
above a fixed electrode is extended quasi-statically to 90% of the capacitor gap by intro-
ducing a voltage regulator (controller) circuit designed for low frequency actuation. The
developed large-stroke actuator is valuable contribution to applications in optical filters,
optical modulators, digital micro-mirrors and micro-probe based memory disk drives.
To implement the low-frequency large-stroke actuator, the beam tip velocity is measured
by a vibrometer, the corresponding signal is integrated in the regulator circuit to obtain
the displacement feedback, which is used to modify the input voltage of the actuator to
reach a target location. The voltage regulator reduces the total voltage, and therefore the
electrostatic force, once the beam approaches the fixed electrode so that the balance is
maintained between the mechanical restoring force and the electrostatic force that enables
the actuator to achieve the desired large stroke. A mathematical model is developed for the
actuator based on the mode shapes of the cantilever beam using experimentally identified
parameters that yields good accuracy in predicting both the open loop and the closed
loop responses. The low-frequency actuator also yields superharmonic resonances that are
observed here for the first time in electrostatic actuators.
The actuator can also be configured either as a bi-stable actuator using a low-frequency
controller or as a chaotic resonator using a high-frequency controller. The high-frequency
controller yields large and bounded chaotic attractors for a wide range of excitation mag-
nitudes and frequencies making it suitable for sensor applications. Bifurcation diagrams
reveal periodic motions, softening behavior, period doubling cascades, one-well and two-
well chaos, superharmonic resonances and a reverse period doubling cascade. To verify the
observed chaotic oscillations, Lyapunov exponents are calculated and found to be positive.
Furthermore, a chaotic resonator with a quadratic controller is designed that not only
requires less voltage, but also produces more robust and larger motions. Another metric
of chaos, information entropy, is used to verify the chaotic attractors in this case. It is
found that the attractors have a common information entropy of 0.732 independent of the
excitation amplitude and frequency.
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Parallel-plate electrostatic actuators are restricted to an operation range 1/3 of the ca-
pacitor gap. Such a drawback excludes many applications such as optical devices. A
large-stroke electrostatic micro-actuator is developed in this study that can operate up to
90% of the gap. The travel range is extended, from the previously reported quasi-static ac-
tuation range of 60% of the gap [9], using a voltage regulator (controller). The actuator is
implemented by connecting the MEMS resonator to an electronic voltage controller circuit
that uses the feedback of beam tip velocity measured by a vibrometer. The voltage regu-
lator reduces the voltage and hence the electrostatic force magnitude at large deflections
to balance it with the mechanical restoring force. The controller can be configured to have
two stable and one unstable equilibrium points (bi-stable) or one stable and one unstable
equilibrium points. The large-stroke actuator is developed from the configuration with one
stable and one unstable equilibrium points located close to the substrate. A mathematical
model is also developed for the actuator to predict the system behavior.
The bi-stable actuator is used to produce chaos. A detailed study of the chaotic res-
onator is presented that include finding amplitudes and frequencies for steady-state chaotic
oscillations in one and two wells arising from cascades of period-doubling bifurcations. The
chaotic metrics of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Lyapunov exponent and the information
entropy are used to verify and measure the irregularity of chaotic vibrations. A quadratic
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controller is also introduced to reduce the operating voltages and to simplify the imple-
mentation of the controller circuit. The new resonator show an intermittent route to chaos
in one potential well. This study presents a useful source for researchers studying use of
MEMS nonlinear resonators.
1.2 Motivation
Due to their ease of fabrication and low cost, electrostatically actuated MEMS have been
widely used in optical devices [2, 3, 10, 11], digital micro-mirrors [12–14], data storage sys-
tems [15], and telecommunication devices [16]. The main drawback of parallel-plate elec-
trostatic actuation is their limited range of static actuation up to 33% of the gap, beyond
which the actuator loses stability as the mechanical restoring force is over-powered by the
electrostatic force and the actuator pulls into the substrate. Methods have been proposed
to extend the travel range of electrostatic actuators, including the leveraged bending [4],
series capacitor [17], and current control [18]. Charge and current control are very difficult
to perform in MEMS because of very small capacitance magnitudes and other methods
require high actuation voltage, on the order of five times the pull-in voltage. However,
using a closed loop control system with controller output less than 10 V, Lu and Fedder [9]
actuated up to 60% of the gap in parallel-plate electrostatic actuators. The lack of a
method that requires relatively small voltage and can extend the travel range to the entire
gap of a parallel-plate electrostatic actuator motivated this study. A comprehensive study
of the literature on the travel extension is presented in Chapter 2.
Large-stroke electrostatic actuators are also of interest from the point of view of non-
linear dynamics. Due to the nonlinear electrostatic force, MEMS electrostatic actuators
are inherently highly nonlinear. One can benefit from this behavior to develop nonlinear
chaotic resonators that show higher sensitivity to system parameter changes. One of the
applications of the chaotic resonator, reported by Yin et al. [19], is detection of corrosion in
macroscale piezoelectric beam with the dimensions 280× 15× 1.27 mm. It was converted
to a van der Pol oscillator using a nonlinear feedback control system. Using the sensitivity
vector and probability density function methods, they detected mass variations as small
as 0.07% of the beam mass. Despite few applications of chaos in macroscale, there is no
evidence of chaos applications in MEMS because of the complex dynamic behavior of these
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systems. An investigation of a MEMS nonlinear oscillator that shows sustained chaotic
oscillations would be a valuable asset in this area that can open doors to new applications
benefiting from nonlinear behavior rather than avoiding it.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this study are classified into three main subjects:
• Development of a mathematical model for an electrostatic micro-actuator
Using mode shapes of a micro-cantilever beam, a mathematical model for a parallel-
plate electrostatic actuator consisting of a moving cantilever beam above a fixed
electrode is presented. The continuous equations of motion including the electro-
static forcing, damping and restoring forces are converted to discrete equations using
separation of variables and Galerkin’s method to study the beam tip motion. The
model accuracy is improved from the lumped model commonly used elsewhere.
• Development of a large-stroke parallel-plate electrostatic actuator
To extend the actuation range of parallel-plate electrostatic actuators to the entire
gap, a voltage regulator (controller) is added to the micro-actuator. The control law
originated by Lu and Fedder [9] is employed to a simplified structure of a micro-
cantilever beam rather than the complex structure of a suspended plate with me-
andering springs. The system model takes into account all the nonlinearities of the
system instead of the linear model originally used. Not only the control law is simpli-
fied for low frequency applications, but also the actuator is implemented differently
using an optical sensor and an analog controller circuit rather than using a capacitive
sensor and a variable gain. Using the modified system, quasi-static actuation ranges
larger than the reported 60% are targeted. Large stroke actuators are beneficial for
optical sensors, and memory devices applications.
• Development of a chaotic micro-resonator
A chaotic micro-resonator is developed and the bifurcation diagrams are obtained to
illustrate operating voltage and frequency ranges for period doubling, one-well and
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two-well chaos as well as periodic responses. The leading Lyaponov exponent and
FFT are used to verify the existence of chaos.
A second generation voltage regulator is also introduced demonstrating superior per-
formance. The chaotic micro-resonator requires less voltage and produces larger
motions. It would also have less noise in the electronic circuit as the singularity of
the previous controller is removed. Further, the new controller can tune the size
and location of potential wells. Chaotic oscillations can be created in one or two
potential wells. Another chaotic metric, information entropy, is used to verify the
existence of chaotic attractors. The chaotic resonator has the potential to be used in
secure communication systems, random number generators or high resolution mass
detection sensors using the applied chaotic metrics.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided to 6 Chapters. Chapter 2 summarizes the literature on extended
stability electrostatic actuators and chaotic resonators. Chapter 3 develops the model of the
closed loop. Chapter 4 presents the fabrication, experimental setup, and implementation
of the large-stroke actuator. Chapter 5 describes a new quadratic controller with improved
performance. Finally Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions and presents future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Survey
2.1 Electrostatic Micro-actuators
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) grew during the past decade due to their small
size, low energy consumption, and ease of fabrication. One of the common actuation
methods used in these devices is electrostatic actuation. The electrostatic actuator most
commonly used is a variable capacitor consisting of a fixed and a moving electrode that is
driven by the voltage difference between the two electrodes (see Figure 2.1). The position
of the moving electrode is determined by the balance of the mechanical restoring force
and the electrostatic force. The electrostatic force between the two completely overlapping






where w is the moving electrode displacement in the z-direction, and ε0 is the permittivity
of the air. Other parameters are shown in Figure 2.1. The moving electrode can be a rigid
mass supported by a spring or a cantilever beam, where the mechanical restoring force is
the spring force of the beam that tends to bring the beam to the undeflected position.
MEMS electrostatic actuators are widely used with applications found in micro-switches
for telecommunication [16], micro-mirrors for pattern recognition [3], and digital micro-
mirrors for projection in television applications [12–14]. Two aspects targeting the ap-
plicability improvement of such devices are investigated in this thesis. The first aspect
addresses the main drawback of such systems that is the pull-in instability restricting
5
Figure 2.1: Electrostatic actuator.
the static and dynamic actuator motions to one third, and two thirds of the electrostatic
gap [20], respectively. Such limitations prevent these actuators from reaching their full
potential. The second aspect focuses on development of a chaotic micro-oscillator for use
as a sensor. The two aspects of this research are carried out by adding feedback control
systems to the electrostatic actuator to control the actuator voltage. The feedback control
plays two roles:
• extending the stable operation of the actuator, and
• creating a chaotic micro-resonator.
A summary of current literature on both research topics follows.
2.2 Extended stability in micro-electrostatic actua-
tors
Extending the range of electrostatic actuation is desired for many applications including
MEMS optical switches [11], tunable laser diodes for long-distance optical fiber communi-
cations [10], polychromator gratings [2], optical modulators [3], and millipede data storage
systems [15]. The examples of polychromator gratings [2] and optical modulators [3] are ex-
plained to emphasize the application of large range electrostatic actuation. Polychromator
gratings [2] are programmable optical filters that are designed to pass light with a specific
wavelength. A schematic of these filters is shown in Figure 2.2. In this filter, the mirrors
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are perpendicular to the input light direction and are positioned at relative controllable
vertical distances to allow a particular output. The mirrors are driven electrostatically and
a large actuation range is needed to enable the filter to pass light within the spectroscopic
wavelength range as the maximum wavelength is proportional to the maximum actuation
range [4]. Another example is the light modulator shown in Figure 2.3 that consists of
one fixed and one moving electrode that is attached to a micro-mirror. The mirror can
modulate the amplitude or the frequency of the incident light depending on the excita-
tion voltage configuration shown in Figure 2.4. Exciting the top electrode and one of the
bottom electrodes, the mirror tilts and acts as an amplitude modulator (see Figure 2.4
b), while exciting the top electrode and both of the bottom electrodes, the mirror moves
down and acts as a frequency modulator (see Figure 2.4 a). In the frequency modulation
mode, the actuator motion is limited to one-third of the gap which significantly reduces
the functionality of the device in image correction applications [3].
Figure 2.2: Polychromator grating [2].
To extend the travel range of electrostatic actuators beyond the conventional one-third
of the gap, researchers used methods including: series capacitors [17], leveraged bending [4],
and control circuitry [9]. Using a capacitor in series, Chan et al. [17] increased travel up
to 60% of the gap experimentally with the price of high voltage requirements. Adding
a capacitor in series with double the gap, they kept the electrostatic force constant in
the original actuator by controlling the voltage difference between actuator plates. As
the gap decreases in the actuator because of the actuator motion beyond 30% of the gap,
its capacity increases rapidly, while the voltage across the actuator plates decreases as
7
Figure 2.3: Optical modulator [3].
Figure 2.4: Optical modulator two operating modes [3]: a) Frequency Modulation b)
Amplitude modulation.
the square of the actuator gap in the electrostatic force expression helping to keep the
electrostatic force constant (Equation 2.1). Theoretically, it should have been possible to
operate over the full gap of the actuator, but the challenges they faced in realizing the
system, including parasitic capacitances, limited the range to 60% of the gap.
Leveraged bending [4] is another method to increase the actuation range that applies
the electrostatic force only to a portion of the actuator (see Figure 2.5). For example in a
cantilever beam actuated with a fixed electrode beneath it, the electrode is placed under
the half-span closer to the support so that the beam tip can move the entire gap. The
disadvantage of this method is also the high input voltage required.
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Figure 2.5: Leveraged bending method to increase the range of motion of a micro-cantilever
[4].
There are a few studies on charge control [21, 22], current control [18], and voltage
control [23, 24], that seek to extend the travel range of the electrostatic actuators. Other
approaches include sliding mode control [25], and different nonlinear feedback controllers
[26–28].
Using voltage control, Chen et al. [23] stabilized the tilt angle of an electrostatic micro-
mirror beyond its pull-in angle. They control the actuation voltage to always make the
slope of the mechanical torque larger than the electrostatic torque in the static torque
versus tilt angle curve to stabilize the angle of the mirror. To do that, they choose a target
angle beyond pull-in, and regulate the voltage in such a way that the voltage is set to a
value slightly above the pull-in voltage once the angle is less than the target angle and
it declines linearly once the angle goes beyond the target angle. They use the title angle
feedback, measured by an optical position sensor, to dynamically change the voltage to
achieve a desired angle. They were able to extend the stable operation range to 10◦ from
an open-loop pull-in angle of 6.1◦. Simulation studies correlated well with experiments at
low actuation angles, but at large actuation angles, the linear mechanical and damping
force models could not predict the overshoot accurately.
Current control is examined by Guardia et al. [18]. They used two configurations of
open loop and closed loop for driving the actuator with a current source. They analyzed
the current driving method and showed full gap actuation is achievable with voltage five
times the open-loop pull-in voltage, less than the voltage required for the voltage driving
method. Experimentally they obtained actuation up to 48% of the gap compared to an
open-loop pull-in at 30%. The drawback of this method was that the actuator was stable
for a short period of time.
There are a number of studies using charge control for extending electrostatic actuation
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[21, 22]. Using a switched-capacitor circuit, Seeger et al. [22] controlled the charge of
an electrostatic actuator. They showed analytically that the pull-in instability can be
eliminated by taking advantage of parasitic capacitance present in the actuator employing
5.2 smaller voltage compared to voltage controlled systems. They experimentally achieved
83% of the gap. However, tip-in instability, which arises from a small rotation of the
parallel plate actuator, and snapping could not be eliminated using this technique.
Using charge control with static and dynamic feedback , Maithripala et al. [21] improved
the transient response of the MEMS electrostatic actuator and stabilized the actuator
around any equilibrium point over the gap. The control method was based on input-
output linearization and proved to reduce the control voltage. The study of the controller
was further expanded [29] to yield a general control model to both stabilize and enhance
realization of the system. Two general control techniques are introduced. The first uses
voltage and charge feedbacks to stabilize the system. The second uses velocity feedback
predicted by an observer to impose mechanical damping to control transients.
Employing a nonlinear voltage controller that uses two control methods, feedback lin-
earization and trajectory planning, Agudelo et al. [24] experimentally achieved actuation
beyond pull-in for an electrostatic micro-mirror up to 60% of the gap. They used feedback
of the mirror tilt angle and the actuation voltage to follow the desired angle beyond pull-in
and obtained good agreement with simulation. Simulation also showed actuation in the
whole gap, which was limited in practice by the sampling time restricting the actuation to
60%.
A nonlinear output tracking controller is proposed by Owusu et al. [27] to extend the
electrostatic actuation range using the feedback of actuator displacement, velocity and
charge. Simulations showed robust response in the presence of noise and an increased
actuation range to 90%. Further studies on the controller were conducted by Nikpanah et
al. [28] who improved the performance of the controller. They eliminated the displacement
fluctuations present in the previous study using a switching control technique that made
the controller feasible to implement.
An adaptive controller has also been proposed by Piyabongkarn et al. [26] to extend
the actuation range of a comb drive electrostatic actuator. The controller is designed to
counteract fabrication imperfections in the device. They were able to operate up to 77%
of the gap using position feedback of the micro-actuator to generate an electrostatic force
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that eliminates the system nonlinearity. Using this method, the poles of the plant are




Chaos is an aperiodic behavior in a deterministic nonlinear dynamic system, such that
the system response does not cross the same point in the phase plane twice while staying
within a bounded region of the phase plane. That means that the motion has infinite
period. Chaos can only be realized in systems with three or more degrees of freedom [5].
The system response shows sensitivity to initial conditions. That is, in chaotic systems,
two trajectories starting close to each other in phase space, will move exponentially away
from each other over a very short amount of time [30].
A system with two potential wells, that is a bi-stable system with two stable equilibrium
points is a typical system used to produce chaotic oscillation. The behavior of a bi-stable
system is simply represented by Strogatz [5] for a damped particle moving along a one
dimensional potential field with two wells and a hump that corresponds to the two stable
equilibria and the unstable equilibrium at the middle, respectively (Figure 2.6). The
system is shaken periodically from side to side. Once the shaking is weak, the particle
oscillates at the bottom of either well depending on the initial conditions. When the
shaking energy is strong, the particle jumps over the hump from one well to the other for
any initial conditions. There is a specific intermediate energy where the particle shows
random oscillations, that is passing over the hump to the other well; oscillating in one well
and coming back to the other well; staying for a while and jumping to the other, which
indicates chaotic oscillations. A projected phase space trajectory of chaotic oscillation for
the particle is depicted in Figure 2.7. The figure illustrates a typical chaotic attractor that
has an appearance similar to butterfly wings.
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Figure 2.6: A ball in double well potential [5].
Figure 2.7: Phase portrait [5].
Chaos has been observed experimentally by Holmes and Moon [31, 32] in bending of
a beam under temporally periodic loading. Magnetic forces were used to bend a beam
that is clamped at one end in a rigid frame. The beam deflection is measured from the
midpoint between the magnets, where the unstable equilibrium point is located. A periodic
voltage is applied to the frame; for a small amount of time the beam oscillates above one
magnet but as the forcing is increased there is a sudden point at which the system begins
oscillating back and forth chaotically between the two magnets. The motion of the beam






− βx+ αx3 = f cosωt (2.2)
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where x is the beam position measured from the midpoint. The system equation of motion
includes negative linear and positive cubic stiffness terms that for a range of periodic forcing
that yields chaotic oscillation.
A very recent study by Virgin et al. [6] demonstrated chaotic vibration of a ball moving
on a two dimensional potential surface as shown in Figure (2.8 (b)). This study included
experimental validation of the simulated chaotic vibrations. They used a machined surface
with four potential wells that is forced in a sinusoidal horizontal motion produced by a
scotch-yoke mechanism. A digital camera recorded the position of the ball on the surface.
For a combination range of excitation frequency and amplitude, the system showed irregular
oscillations inside and between the wells. The projected chaotic oscillations obtained from
the embedded time series are displayed in Figure 2.8 (a) which shows divergence of two
chaotic trajectories starting close to each other. They verified the presence of chaos by
having positive Lyapunov exponents and a non-integer fractal dimension between three
and four.
The most commonly used metric of chaos is the Lyapunov exponent. It relies on
the chaotic system’s sensitivity to initial conditions. That is, in chaotic systems, two
trajectories starting close to each other in phase space, will move exponentially away in a
very short amount of time [30]. Let d◦ be a measure of the initial distance between the
two starting points, after a small time the distance is
d(t) = d◦e
λt (2.3)
where λ is the Lyapunov exponent. A measure of divergence is obtained by finding the
average exponential growth at many points along a trajectory. The criterion for chaos
is that the magnitude of one of the Lyapunov exponents is found to be positive. This
method is applicable when the time series data is available from numerical simulation or
experiment.
The information entropy I is another metric for chaos or to show how unpredictable a
system is. For example if the system is completely predictable, then I = 0. The procedure
to find this property is as follows. First the total number of points on the Poincaré map is
counted. Second, the phase plane is divided to small cube cells of size ε. Then the number
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Figure 2.8: a) projected phase space trajectories for chaotic oscillation of a ball rolling on
a surface b) experimental 2D potential surface [6].






Pi = 1 (2.4)




Information entropy can be a metric for the changes in chaotic system parameters when
it does not depend on the initial conditions of the system, but instead it depends on
system parameters like mass and stiffness, changes of which properties are then detected
by measuring the change in the information entropy.
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2.3.2 Applications of chaos
Appearance of chaos is not usually desired and there are numerous control systems designed
to avoid it. On the other hand, there are reports on the constructive use of chaos in macro-
systems for structural health monitoring of aeroelastic systems [7,33,34], fault detection in
roller bearings [35], and detection of corrosion [19]. Circuit chaotic oscillations have also
been used for secured communication [36].
Detection of stiffness changes in aeroelastic systems using chaotic oscillation has been
performed by Epureanu et al. [7] who studied the oscillations of a panel forced by buffeting
aerodynamic loads. They used the sensitivity of the chaotic response of the panel to
detect variations in the stiffness of the mounting point of the upstream end of the panel.
They found that the sensitivity of nonlinear and chaotic vibrations to these variations
was 4-5 orders of magnitude higher than the sensitivity of the linear response. They
could detect changes as small as 15% of the upstream stiffness. The attractor size and
relative distribution of points in the Poincaré sections revealed very small changes in the
system parameters. In other words, the attractor shape was deformed significantly by small
changes in the target parameter, while the stable limit cycles showed insignificant changes
in response to similar sized parameter changes. Figure 2.9 shows how the attractor shape
and point distribution changed for a small variation in the stiffness of the upstream spring.
Diagnosis of roller bearing damage was carried out using chaos by Ghafari [35]. He
utilized three measures of the chaotic attractor, the Lyapunov exponent, the correlation
dimension, and information entropy, to measure changes in the state of the attractor and
diagnosis the bearing health condition. The faults detected were as small as a localized
wear area of 1.6 mm2 in the inner race or a 0.8 × 0.8 mm indentation in the balls of a
bearing with an outer diameter of 8 mm.
Chaos has also been used to detect mass variation in a piezoelectric cantilever beam by
Yin et al. [19]. The beam was an aluminum plate with dimensions of 280× 15× 1.27 mm
with two lead zirconate titanate (PZT) patches bonded on both sides at the root of the
beam. Nonlinear feedback control was used to turn the beam into a van der Pol oscillator.
They drove the oscillator to chaos and reconstructed the state space of the chaotic attractor
from time series of the velocity, acceleration, and jerk of a point at the tip of the beam.
Calculating the sensitivity vector (SV) proposed in [37], they found the local deformation
of the chaotic attractor in state space due to mass variation. In addition, they use the
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Figure 2.9: Poincaré maps for the displacement of a point on a buffeting panel for four
perturbations of the stiffness of upstream spring [7].
method of the probability density function (PDF) to find the ratio of the number of points
in a small circle to the total number of points in a sampled attractor in the velocity and
acceleration phase-plane before and after adding a mass to the beam. The SV and PDF
methods were able to detect 10 mg of mass added at the middle and tip of the beam with
maximum error of 0.5 mg for the SV method and 1 mg for the PDF method representing a
mass resolution of 0.07% of the total beam mass, which is a finer resolution compared to
linear detection methods, such as frequency shift.
Despite the few reported studies on the usefulness of chaos in macro-scale applications,
there is no evidence of applying chaos for detection in micro-scale systems. The main
reason for this deficiency is the lack of resources on the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of
MEMS. Most researchers avoid nonlinear systems due to their complexity. Only in the last
decade, have researchers paid attention to the study of nonlinear dynamics in MEMS and
NEMS since the main elements of these systems, including cantilever beams and doubly
clamped beams, show significant nonlinear responses that cannot be neglected and need
thorough study [38]. Such attention is now growing due to the fast growing area of NEMS
showing strong chaotic responses that can be effectively used towards developing nonlinear
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sensors with improved resolution.
2.3.3 Nonlinear Dynamics in MEMS
For micro-structures in electrostatic fields there are a number of nonlinearities including
electrostatic forcing, large deflections, and squeeze film damping [39]. We will focus our
review on nonlinear effects appearing in MEMS devices because of electrostatic loading.
Pull-in Instability in MEMS
Parallel-plate electrostatic actuators with a movable electrode are subject to elastic and
electrostatic forces. Once the movable plate is perturbed away from its equilibrium posi-
tion, it either tends to return to the equilibrium position (stable equilibrium) or to move
further away (unstable equilibrium). The stable equilibrium position is at its maximum at
a specific voltage called the pull-in voltage. Above this voltage instability occurs because
the balance between elastic and electrical forces is lost.
A number of researchers have used the Finite Element Method (FEM) to find the pull-
in point [40,41]. Gilbert et al. [40] developed a solver that predicts the pull-in voltage. The
solver is able to solve static coupled electro-mechanical systems by coupling a mechanical
FE solver to an electrostatic Boundary Element (BE) solver.
Other researchers are using analytical and numerical methods to find the threshold
of instability. For instance, Zavracky et al. [42] fabricated a cantilever micro-switch and
found the switch pull-in voltage. They used a lumped-mass model to represent the switch,
equated the electrostatic force to the spring force, and solved the resulting algebraic equa-
tion numerically to find the beam deflection. They also solved a boundary value problem
representing the static deflection of the beam and accounting for the variation of the elec-
trostatic force along the beam length for the beam deflection. They concluded that the
lumped model underestimates pull-in deflection at one third of the gap, whereas the BVP
predicts a more realistic deflection at two fifths of the gap.
Luo et al. [43] and Liu et al. [1] used lumped-mass models to predict the pull-in point.
On the other hand, Zhang et al. [44] obtained the pull-in deflection for micro-beams with
various boundary conditions using a continuous beam model. They assumed that the first
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mode shape is the dominant deflection shape and used that mode only to discretize the
beam equation.
A more comprehensive analytical method was presented by Younis et al. [45], who
investigated the static and dynamic pull-in instability of micro-beams. They used the
mode shapes of the beam as the basis function in a Galerkin discretization procedure to
obtain the governing ordinary differential equations of the system. They found that using
five mode shapes is adequate for prediction of the static behaviour of the micro-beam. The
resulting reduced-order model was found to be a fast and accurate simulation method.
This method is used to study pull-in behaviour in this thesis for a micro-cantilever beam
in an electrostatic field.
Bi-stability and Chaos in MEMS
Bi-stable systems have two stable equilibrium positions. Bi-stability is of interest in elec-
trostatic MEMS because it means having two stable operating points, an extended stable
displacement range, and two adjustable capacitance ranges during snap-through and re-
lease events. These properties are used to improve the performance of switches and other
actuators, variable capacitors, and sensors.
Bi-stability, the presence of two stable equilibria, accompanying an unstable equilib-
rium is also a common mechanism underlying chaotic motions (Figure 2.6). In smaller scale
NEMS, there are recent studies on nonlinear vibration, chaos and their applications [46–48].
Bucks et al. [46] found higher mass detection sensitivity is achieved once a nanomechanical
resonator is operated in the nonlinear region. Conley et al. [47] studied the onset of non-
linear planar motion and nonplanar whirling motion of electrostatically excited nanowires
with a proposed application in an overload detection mechanism. The study is further
developed by Chen et al. [48], in which they presented a bifurcation diagram for the exten-
sive nonplanar chaotic oscillation of a nanowire at increased AC voltages. Chen et al. [48]
suggested applying the chaotic nanowire oscillators in random number generation used in
secure communications.
In micro-scale, nonlinear responses, bi-stability and chaos have been reported by re-
searchers in atomic force microscopy (AFM) [49–54] applied in surface imaging applica-
tions, and electrostatic MEMS [1, 55–64]. An AFM probe consists of a micro-cantilever
beam with the tip at its end in close proximity to the surface of a specimen. Bi-stability
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has been reported in static response and hysteretic jumps in the frequency response of
AFM when the distance of the tip and sample was less than 10nm [52]. The potential
energy in the bi-stable region was an asymmetric two-well potential. They also found that
the frequency response at large amplitudes contained multiple harmonics due to period
doubling.
Bi-stability in MEMS was also investigated for a buckled microbeam [65, 66] and a
curved microbeam [61]. Saif [65] studied bi-stability based on buckling of a clamped-
clamped microbeam under a tunable compressive force applied by an actuator. Once the
compressive force exceeds a critical value, the beam buckles to one of two possible buckling
states. The beam is also subjected to a transverse force. At a given compressive force,
there is a threshold value of the transverse force at which the system switches from one
state to the other. They found a closed form relation between the transverse force and the
transverse beam displacement. Furthermore, it was found that the potential energy of the
system is modified by adjusting the transverse force making one potential well shallower
than the other, thus reducing the energy barrier between the two-wells.
In an extension of the work, Sulfridge et al. [66] generated the threshold transverse
load by electrostatic comb drive actuators. They modelled the system using the equation
of motion of the buckled beam that contained inertial and geometric nonlinearities. They
simulated the midpoint displacement of the beam and found good agreement for threshold
force and switching times between the two states in simulation and experiments.
Bi-stability in MEMS was analyzed for electrostatic actuators [59–62] with geometrical
nonlinearities paying more attention to static response than dynamic responses. Zhang et
al. [59] investigated the static response of an arch-shaped beam that showed either snap-
through and pull-in, or only pull-in, under electrostatic loading. The snap-through response
led to bi-stability with a large amplitude response. Krylov et al. [61] extended the study of
the static response of arch-shaped beams that show bi-stable behavior. The idea is based
on the snap-through buckling behavior of a von Mises truss loaded by a force at the centre.
Through modelling of the curved electrostatic beam, pull-in behaviour is simulated showing
two branches of stable and unstable solutions. They observed two pull-in instabilities,
one at a small displacement due to geometrical nonlinearity and the other at a larger
displacement due to electrostatic forcing. Pull-in and snap-through voltages of bi-stable
arched beams were also derived by Das et al. [62] using a model including the material
and geometrical nonlinearities in finite element and boundary element methods. They
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simulated the dynamic pull-in and snap-through response without considering damping
forces.
There are a few studies on the nonlinear response of electrostatic MEMS [63,64]. Rhoads
et al. [63] studied the softening, hardening and mixed behaviour for a fixed-fixed electro-
static microbeam. They assumed damping and electrostatic forces are small and used
perturbation methods to find the frequency response of the beam at small amplitudes
away from dynamic pull-in. They specified AC, and DC voltage ranges for stable and
unstable vibrations of the undamped beam. Zhang et al. [64] studied softening in electro-
static micro-cantilever beam using a lumped model that had both electrostatic force and
squeeze film damping. They reported period doubling bifurcations in their simulations.
Dynamic instabilities in MEMS electrostatic actuators due to pull-in and snap-through
were also reported [59–62]. Krylov [60] studied the instability of the actuators for voltages
above dynamic pull-in using a reduced order model including squeeze film damping. Ap-
plying a DC step input, he found that the Lyapunov exponent of the dynamic response
is positive for voltages above dynamic pull-in indicating unstable vibrations. The squeeze
film damping was also found to be significant for electrodes vibrating close to the substrate.
Chaotic vibrations have been observed in bi-stable non-interdigitated comb drive elec-
trostatic actuators. Wang et al. [56] modelled them using a mass-spring system as a Duffing
oscillator with a two-well potential field. Through simulations and experiments they have
shown chaotic oscillations in the two-well region of the system. As an extension to this
work, De and Aluru [57] presented a model for the system including the electrostatic forc-
ing, nonlinear stiffness, and squeeze film damping. They showed that even in the absence
of the nonlinear mechanical and fluidic forces, the system had chaotic motion. Thus, the
electrostatic forces were found to be the primary mechanism producing chaos. The bound-
aries for chaotic motion in the amplitude-frequency space of the applied voltage were found
both from experiments and from Melnikov’s method by DeMartini et al. [58]. It was found
that Melnikov’s criteria underestimated the AC drive voltage threshold for chaos due to
the fact that it predicted transient or attracting chaos and the experiments were showing
only the boundary of attracting chaos.
Chaotic oscillations were also found in the motions of an AFM probe in tapping-
mode [49–51], where the probe is driven around its natural frequency to tap the sample
surface. Ashhab et al. [50] modelled the beam-tip-sample interaction accounting for the
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damping and forcing as perturbations to the system Hamiltonian. They found a homoclinic
orbit and used the Melnikov’s method to find how that orbit breaks up in the presence of
perturbations to the Hamiltonian. The orbit breaks up once the stable and unstable man-
ifolds of the orbit intersects non-transversely indicating chaos. By numerical simulation,
they found a surface in the space of physical parameters, below which chaotic oscillations
happen. With the aid of that diagram, they designed a position and velocity feedback
controller to avoid chaotic oscillations.
Chaos in AFM was also reported in some purely experimental studies [53, 54]. They
observed and characterized chaos under a variety of operating conditions. They reported
“weak” chaos, containing strong periodic oscillation. Raman and Hu [53] reported chaos
upon transition from a non-contact regime to a tapping regime. The existence of chaos was
confirmed by evaluating the largest Lyapunov exponent of the time series of oscillations.
Jamitzky et al. [54] confirmed the presence of chaos by computing the correlation dimension
of the time series of the response. Their bifurcation diagram included multiple period
regions as well as a chaotic region.
Chaos in electrostatic MEMS was first investigated by Bienstman et al. [55] for doubly
clamped beams. They developed an autonomous impact resonator by taking advantage of
the pull-in instability in an electrostatic microbeam resonator without a separate control
circuit. The microbeam acts as an electrode in a capacitor that is driven at a voltage
larger than the pull-in voltage, forcing it to collapse. Thereby, a short circuit occurs that
results in capacitor discharge and beam pull-off. Once the beam is oscillating freely in
air, charge builds up gradually causing pull-in and the impact happens again. Through
simulations they observed chaotic behavior in the system response. They also reported
experimental evidence of period doubling. Further nonlinear dynamic studies of doubly
clamped electrostatic beams were conducted by Park et al. [38] who converted the chaotic
oscillation to large detectable periodic motions using force control.
Chaos has also been studied in a closed loop feedback control system of an electrostatic
actuator with capacitive sensing [1]. The feedback control was originally designed by Lu
and Fedder [9] for position tracking of probe-based magnetic disk drives using position
feedback by a capacitive sensor. They added a constant controller gain that ensures a
minimum phase margin of 60◦ to a linearized model of the actuator. They were able to
stabilize the system up to 60% of the gap experimentally. Further studies of the controller
[1] kept all the nonlinearities in the model and found a region of bi-stability and chaos
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even at low excitation amplitudes. Their goal was to find excitation voltage ranges to
avoid bi-stability and nonlinear dynamics.
In this thesis, the control law introduced by Liu [1] is used to create large-stroke elec-
trostatic actuators. These actuators are of interest not only for applications requiring large
range of motions but also as platforms to realize chaotic micro-resonators. The controller
parameters are designed both for a stable and a bi-stable chaotic system with a wide oper-
ating voltage range. A new controller is finally proposed to produce chaos that consumes




Mathematical models for the electrostatic micro-actuator are developed in this chapter
including the open loop and the closed loop system. The closed loop model is investigated
for the two purposes of extended-stability actuator and the chaotic micro-resonator. The
models are analyzed comprehensively to predict the system responses to a wide range of
excitations [67].
3.1 Open-Loop Actuator
The equation of motion of the cantilever beam in an electrostatic field (Figure 3.1) is
obtained in this section. A free body diagram for an infinitesimal element of length dx̂
along the beam is shown in Figure 3.2. The equation of motion of the element in the
vertical direction ẑ can be written using Newton’s second law. The inertia force acting on





where ρ is the mass density, A(x̂) is the cross sectional area of the beam, ŵ(x̂, t̂) is the
deflection of the beam in the ẑ direction. Assuming a constant cross section for the element




dx̂ = V − (V + dV ) + f(x̂, t̂)dx̂. (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of micro-beam oscillator.
Figure 3.2: FBD for a small element along the beam.
where f(x̂, t̂) is a vertical distributed force per unit length acting on a beam element, V
is the shear force and dV is variation of the shear force along the element. Writing the
moment balance of the element about point o yields the following equation as the moment
of inertia of the element is considered negligible:
− f(x̂, t̂)dx̂dx̂
2
+ (V + dV )dx̂+M − (M + dM) = 0 (3.3)
where M is the moment at the left end of the element and dM is the change in the moment














+ f(x̂, t̂). (3.5)
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+ f(x̂, t̂) (3.7)
On the other hand, from mechanics of material:




where EI is the flexural rigidity of the beam and is assumed constant. Substituting Eq.







= f(x̂, t̂) (3.9)






where ε0 is permittivity of the free space, b is the beam width, V is the applied voltage
and d is the initial gap between the two electrodes. Substituting Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.9)



























Where the viscous damping coefficient per unit length c is used to account for damping
losses due to the beam motion through air. To reduce the notations, ŵ(x, t) is only shown
by ŵ. To regularize the singularity in the electrostatic force term, both sides of the equation
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For improving the accuracy in the numerical solution of Eq. (3.13), the following non-











where L is the beam length, and T is defined in Eq. (3.18). Substitution of the above
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Eq. (3.16) is then simplified as
∂2w
∂t2
(1− w)2 + ∂
4w
∂x4
(1− w)2 + µ∂w
∂t


















Since the equation of motion involves a second-order derivative with respect to time and a
fourth-order derivative with respect to x, two initial conditions and four boundary condi-
tions are required to determine a unique solution for w(x, t). A solution to Eq. (3.17) will
be sought using Galerkin’s method with an trial function of the form
w(x, t) = Φ(x)q(t). (3.21)
For obtaining the basis function Φ(x), Eq. (3.21) is substituted in the free vibration form
of Eq. (3.17), which results in
q̈Φ + q̇Φµ+ Φ(4)q = 0 (3.22)
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The equality between the first and third expressions yields
Φ(4) − ω2Φ = 0 (3.24)
For solving Eq. (3.24), a solution of the form
Φ(x) = Aesx (3.25)
is sought, where A and s are constants. The auxiliary equation is obtained as
s4 − ω2 = 0 (3.26)
The roots of this equation are
s1,2 = ±
√
ω, s3,4 = ±i
√
ω (3.27)













Eq. (3.28) can be expressed as
Φ(x) = A1 cosh(βx) + A2 sinh(βx) + A3 cos(βx) + A4 sin(βx), (3.29)
which is also called the characteristic function or the mode shape of the beam and
β2 = ω. (3.30)
In Eq. (3.29), A1, A2, A3, A4, and β are constants that must be determined from the














where x = 1 corresponds to the beam tip. Since there are four boundary conditions and
five unknowns, one of the constants of A1 · · ·A4, β is chosen arbitrarily. Substituting Eq.
(3.29) in the boundary conditions of Eq. (3.31), and setting the determinant of the resulting
linear system in A1, A2, A3, and A4 equal to zero leads to the frequency equation
1 + cosh(β)cos(β) = 0 (3.32)
There are an infinite number of β that satisfy Eq. (3.32). They will be denoted as βn, n =
1, 2, · · · , where n is the mode number. The corresponding cantilever beam mode shape
Φn is






To normalize the mode shapes with respect to the beam tip modal deflection (Φn(1) = 1),
An is chosen to be
An =
1
sin(βn)− sinh(βn) + γn[cos(βn)− cosh(βn)]
. (3.35)





where M is the number of modes (degrees of freedom) considered in the expansion and qn























2 = αV 2 (3.37)
where Φ
(4)
n (x) is the fourth derivative of Φn with respect to x. The Galerkin method is
then used; multiplying both sides of Equation (3.37) by the normalized mode shapes Φi(x),
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integrating from x = 0 to x = 1, and using the orthogonality condition:∫ 1
0
Φi(x)Φn(x)dx = κiδij (3.38)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. The result is a set of M ordinary second-order differential
equations in terms of qn where i = 1 · · ·M . For a one-mode approximation, the equation
is
(q̈1 + µq̇1 + ω
2




where over-dot means derivative with respect to time, ω1 is the first natural frequency of
the beam, and c1, c2, and c3 are found after applying Galerkin’s method.
3.1.1 Static Analysis
In this section, the static equilibrium of the beam is studied. The equilibrium equation for
the cantilever beam describes the balance between the electrostatic force and the elastic
force. When the elastic force can not resist the electrostatic force, the bottom electrode
pulls-in the top electrode (beam) and stability is lost, this is called the static pull-in point
that can be obtained from the static response of the system. The equilibrium equation is











= αV 2DC (3.40)
Galerkin’s method is then applied. The result is a set of cubic polynomial equations in qn,
the solution of which is obtained for an applied voltage VDC . Having solved for each qn,
the beam tip deflection is then found from
















where c1, c2, and c3 are found after integration of the mode shapes and their products.
The solution to the algebraic Eq. (3.42) is found numerically and shown in Figure 3.3 for
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the actuator series I listed in Table 3.1. The actuator dimensions and gains listed in the
table are used for all the simulations in this chapter unless otherwise mentioned. The
figure also shows the beam tip deflection versus DC voltage curves obtained using two-
to six-mode approximations. The point on the graph where the slope of deflection versus
voltage becomes infinite ∂w
∂VDC
→∞ is the pull-in point which corresponds to a saddle-node
bifurcation. For any voltage value beyond this point, no equilibrium position is available
and the beam will snap down to touch the bottom electrode. The pull-in deflection is
found to be at 45 percent of the capacitor gap, which is higher than the 33 percent of the
gap predicted by lumped-mass models [44].
Figure 3.3: Nondimensional deflection of the beam tip versus DC voltage VDC .
The local stability of the two branches of equilibrium points below and above the pull-
in point is examined by finding the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the
equilibrium point. It is found that the real parts of the eigenvalues of points on the lower
branch are always negative (stable), while one of the eigenvalues of points on the upper
branch is always positive (unstable). At the pull-in point one of the eigenvalues is zero,
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indicating a saddle-node bifurcation. For example, at VDC = 75 V and using the one-mode
model, the eigenvalues at the lower equilibrium point w1 = 0.2 are (−0.36± 2.8i). At the
upper equilibrium point w1 = 0.83 the eigenvalues are (0.31) and (−4.44). Therefore,
the lower equilibrium is a stable equilibrium, while the upper equilibrium is an unstable
equilibrium. Furthermore, the nondimensional natural frequency of the stable equilibrium
point (the imaginary part of the eigenvalues) is smaller than that of the straight beam, 2.8
versus 3.5158, which indicates a decrease in linear stiffness due to the electrostatic force.
Table 3.1: Actuator series I parameters [1]
Parameter Symbol Value
Displacement Gain Ψ 1.527 V
Voltage Gain G 1
Density ρ 2331 kg/m3
Beam Length L 200 µm
Beam Width b 80 µm
Beam Thickness h 4.5 µm
Initial Gap d 3 µm
Non-dimensional Damping Coefficient µ 0.73
Permittivity of Air ε 8.85× 10−12 F/m
Modulus of Elasticity E 166 GPa
Controller Damping r 100
The effect of the number of modes used in the Galerkin approximation (number of
degrees of freedom) on convergence is shown in Figure 3.3. Using the first three mode
shapes, asymptotic convergence is obtained over the full extent of the lower branch of
equilibrium solutions; six modes, at least are required for the solution to converge on the
upper branch.
3.2 Closed-loop Actuator
A feedback control system is added to the open loop electrostatic actuator for dual purposes
of extending the stable electrostatic actuation range and developing a chaotic oscillator.
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The control law employed here was originally developed by Lu and Feddar [9] for probe-
based magnetic micro-disk drives. They used a capacitive sensor and a controller to extend
the actuator travel range and linearized the nonlinear system model. Further study of
the nonlinear system was conducted by Liu et al. [1] using a lumped mass model for
the cantilever beam that showed chaotic oscillation in the presence of force disturbances.
Here a beam model is used based on the first mode shape, and a comprehensive study is
performed on the nonlinear system to investigate its design both for the extended stability
actuation and chaotic oscillation. The controller is also implemented differently, namely
the capacitive sensor and controller used in the feedback system by Lu and Feddar [9]
are replaced by an optical sensor and an analog voltage regulator circuit as described in
Chapter 4.
A schematic of the closed-loop system is shown in Figure 3.4. In this figure, Vin is the
reference input voltage, and Vc is the controller output voltage, and G is a voltage gain.
The voltage applied between the two electrodes is G(Vin−Vc) that creates the electrostatic




Figure 3.4: Closed loop system.
The equations for the closed-loop system are obtained by replacing V in Eq. (3.17) with
the voltage difference between two electrodes. Therefore, the equation of motion becomes
ẅ(1− w)2 + w(4)(1− w)2 + µẇ(1− w)2 = G2α(Vin − Vc)2 (3.43)









where w(1) is the beam tip deflection, Ψ and r are referred to as the displacement gain and
controller damping, respectively. Eqs.(3.43) and (3.44) are treated similar to Eq. 3.37 using
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Galerkin’s method with the trial function from Eq. (3.36). For a one-mode approximation
we get  (q̈1 + µq̇1 + ω
2












To investigate the static response of the closed-loop system, equations Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44)
are solved by setting the derivatives with respect to time equal to zero. Subsequently, from





Substituting Eq. (3.46) into Eq. (3.43) with zero derivatives yields






































The expression of Φn (Eq. (3.33)) is substituted into the above equation; then it is
multiplied by Φi for i = 1 · · ·M , and integrated over the entire normalized beam length.
The result is a set of n quintic polynomial equations in terms of qn for n = 1 · · ·M and
their products. For example, using a one-mode approximation, the quintic polynomial is












1 + f2(Vin, G)q
2
1 + f1(Vin, G)q1 + f0(Vin, G) = 0 (3.50)
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where fn(Vin, G) are














f0(Vin, G) = e0G
2V 2in, (3.51)
and all other constants are obtained from Galerkin’s formulation. The parameters of the
closed-loop system including Ψ and G in Eq. 3.49 can be configured so that the system
exhibits bi-stable behavior. The bi-stable system has the potential to exhibit chaotic
motions once excited above a threshold value.
3.3.1 Stable and Bi-stable Actuator
To create a chaotic system, controller parameters listed in Table 3.1 are used to realize a bi-
stable response. The static beam displacement under DC voltage Vin = VDC is illustrated
in Figure 3.5 when one to five modes are used in the Galerkin expansion. The curves are
obtained by solving Equation 3.48 numerically. The profile has two turning points, which
have infinite slopes representing saddle-node bifurcation points.
Once we increase the voltage, two fixed points appear at the left turning point and two
fixed points disappear at the right turning point demonstrating saddle-node bifurcations.
The stability of the fixed points is investigated in section 3.4. As can be deduced from
Figure 3.5 and from the stability analysis of the fixed points, the unstable equilibrium
points appear on the section of the curves between the two turning points (is the shaded
region of the figure). The branches above and below the shaded region on the profiles
are populated with stable equilibrium points. There is also a line of unstable equilibrium
points close to unity.
Increasing the number of mode shapes used in the model widens the bi-stable voltage
range moving the left bifurcation point to a lower voltage. In the bi-stability region,
the upper stable equilibrium point is larger for models with a higher number of modes,
meaning that for the same forcing, models with more modes deflect more (softening effect).
Similarly, for a certain deflection amount e.g. 0.9, models with fewer modes need more
voltage to reach that level of deflection. This effect shows the system is more flexible than
would be indicated by using a single DOF model.
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Figure 3.5: Nondimensional deflection of the beam tip versus voltage, Vin for the closed-
loop system.
Convergence on the lower branch of solutions in Figure 3.5 is achieved using the first
two mode shapes only. For the middle and upper branches, convergence is achieved using
the first five modes except in the vicinity of the left turning point. Overall a three-mode
model shows reasonable accuracy across the full voltage range.
Another way of presenting the roots of the equilibrium equation (3.50) is in the complex
plane as depicted in Figure 3.6. The arrows show the direction of increasing voltage Vin.
The arrows labeled 1 show the variation in the roots as the voltage increases from 0 V 65 V
(the left turning point), number 2 refers to the voltage increasing from 65 V to 90 V, and
number 3 refers to voltages increasing from 90 V (the right turning point). From Figure
3.6 it can be deduced that by increasing the voltage in region 1, the two complex roots on
the right side move leftward and approach the real axis, while one root moves on the real
axis towards the right. As the voltage is increased in region 2, the two complex roots on
the right side meet at the real axis and move in two different directions while the third root
on left side continues moving to the right along the real axis. So in this region, three real
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roots are available corresponding to three equilibrium positions. Subsequently, increasing
the voltage in region 3 results in one real root continuing to move to the right along the
real axis, while the other two roots approach each other, ultimately meet and bifurcate
into the imaginary parts of the complex plane. Therefore, regions 1 and 3 are left with one
real root.
Figure 3.6: Roots of the equilibrium equation q1 in complex plane.
The movements of the imaginary and real roots in the complex plane are functions of
the controller gains and beam dimensions. Inspecting Eq. (3.49), we observe that the roots
are function of the gains Ψ and G and the beam dimensions lumped in α given in Eq.
(3.20). Changing the dimensions of the cantilever beam, alters α, but the product G2α
and, therefore the roots of Eq. (3.49) can be maintained constant. To demonstrate this
observation, Figure 3.7 is plotted for a constant G2α = 0.0002, but for different voltage
gains, G and different dimensions (Table 3.2). As can be seen, the roots are identical.
Therefore, we can change the gain of the controller G to in order to maintain the same
static response under variations in the beam dimensions.
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Figure 3.7: Roots of the one-mode equilibrium equation for a constant G2α = 0.0002.
Table 3.2: Beam dimensions corresponding to the α values used in Figure 3.7.
Beam # α Length, L(µm) Width, b(µm) Initial gap, d(µm)
I-A 0.0002 200 80 3
I-B 0.0897 496 10 3
The impact of changing the voltage gain G on the roots of Eq. (3.50) for the fixed di-
mensions is demonstrated in Figure 3.8. The results are shown for varying voltage between
0 and 150 V. In this figure and for small values of gain G, the loci of a complex conjugate
pair of roots intersect the real axis on the right and another pair intersects the real axis to
the left, thereby dividing the real axis left, middle, and right sections. The unstable equi-
librium point exist in the middle section, whereas the first and second stable equilibrium
points lie in the left and right regions, respectively. The intersections in fact correspond
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to the two turning points in Figure 3.5. The complex roots do not co-exist, rather the
right pair exists for low voltages and the left pair for high voltages only. For gains higher
than 3.5, there is a single pair of complex roots and the loci of these roots do not intersect
the real axis. For gains less than 3.5, the two complex branches intersect the real axis at
two points resulting in two repeated real roots at each intersection, each corresponds to a
different DC voltage. For a voltage gain of about 3.5, the two complex branches meet at
a single point on the real axis. That means the voltage range for the unstable equilibrium
point on the real axis disappears and the two loci of stable equilibrium points on the right
and left sides of the real axis join together. This point is a cusp point in the parameter
space of voltage Vin and gain G, where we get a triple repeated root. It is a codimension-2
bifurcation, where two control parameters Vin and G need to be tuned to achieve this
bifurcation. To realize a bi-stable actuator, the controller gain has to be less than the
threshold defined by the cusp point. Lowering the gain, for example from G=3.5 to G=1,
leads to an increase in the distance between the two intersections that corresponds to an
extended bi-stability voltage range.
Figure 3.8: Roots of the one-mode equilibrium equation Eq. (3.50) in the complex plane
for different voltage gains.
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Static profiles to show the effect of gain G on the size of the bi-stability region are
depicted in Figure 3.9 using one-mode model. As the voltage gain increases, the actuator
requires less voltage to reach a certain point and similarly it travels larger for the same
voltage. Below a critical gain value, the bi-stable region vanishes and the two turning points
change to an inflection point (cusp point), where a triple repeated root of the polynomial
appears. This bifurcation is shown in Figure 3.10. The lines show the location of the
saddle node bifurcation points. The intersection of the two solid lines is the location of
the cusp point, beyond which the system is stable. An electrostatic actuator with a stable
equilibrium point for throughout the gap is a valuable finding that benefits electrostatic
actuation applications restrained by pull-in instability.
Figure 3.9: Effect of the voltage gain G on the static deflection versus DC voltage, VDC
curve.
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Figure 3.10: Stability diagram in the parameter space of voltage gain, G and voltage, Vin.
The size of bi-stability region is also dependent on the displacement gain Ψ that can
be used to tune both the voltage and the displacement ranges where bi-stability occurs.
Eq. (3.49) indicates that increasing displacement gain Ψ decreases the magnitude of elec-
trostatic force, thus reducing the beam tip deflection and restoring spring force. In other
words, it moves the upper equilibrium further away from the substrate, thereby making the
actuator response more robust to external disturbances. This is demonstrated in Figure
3.11 using a one-mode model a voltage gain of G = 0.8. The rise of displacement gain also
decreases the bi-stability range from 9 V for Ψ = 1.527 V to 4.5 V for Ψ = 3 V.
At a constant displacement gain Ψ, the bi-stability threshold, which classifies the system
behavior to either stable or bi-stable can be identified by finding the triple repeated root
of Eq. (3.50), that is by solving
F (q1) = (q1 − p0)3
(
q21 + p1q1 + p2
)
= 0 (3.52)
where p0 is the triple root, and p1, and p2 are constant coefficients. The first and second











Solving Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53) numerically results in the coordinates of the cusp point
(Vin, G) and the triple real root p0. Using the actuator series I in Table 3.1, the threshold
of bi-stability was found to be Gcr = 3.471, and Vcr = 26.965V at a nondimensional
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Figure 3.11: Effect of displacement gain,Ψ on static pull-in graph for G = 0.8.
deflection qcr = p0 = 0.626. Hence, choosing the gain value beyond Gcr at Ψ = 1.527 V
makes the system stable over the entire gap.
3.4 Eigenvalue Problem
To analyze the closed-loop dynamics, first the state space equations are derived by decretiz-
ing Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) using Galerkin’s method. Although the results of the one-mode
approximation are qualitatively, but not quantitatively valid, a one-mode model will be
used throughout this section since the computational cost of integrating the quantitatively
valid three-mode model are prohibitive. Using the first mode approximation, the resulting
two differential equations would be in terms of q1, the normalized beam tip deflection.
Letting y1 = q1, y2 = q̇1, and y3 = Vc, the state space equations become
ẏ1 = y2
ẏ2 = −µy2 − ω21y1 +
c3αG
2(Vin − y3)2
1 + c1y1 + c2y21






For the dynamic analysis, the input voltage, Vin will include a DC and an AC component:
Vin = (VDC + VAC cos(ωt)) . (3.55)
where ω is the nondimensional circular frequency of excitation, and VAC and VDC are the
AC and DC voltages, respectively.
To determine the stability of the fixed points, Eq. (3.54) is linearized about the fixed
point. Eq. (3.46) is used in Eq. (3.54) to reduce the third order system to a second order
system. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the system are then found for a given voltage
and static deflection. The signs of the imaginary and real parts of the eignevalues indicate
the stability of the fixed point.
For the bi-stable actuator, the controller gains are set to G = 0.8 and Ψ = 3 V to obtain
a bi-stability voltage range of 4.5 V and an upper stable equilibrium less than %90 of the
gap as shown in Figure 3.11. Henceforth, we will adopt these values for the controller gains
in conjunction with the actuator parameters in Table 3.1 for all further analysis on the
bi-stable actuator up to section 3.6. Using the method described above, the eigenvalues
are found in the bi-stable system at the bi-stability region. Table 3.3 shows the eigenvalues
for the fixed points at input voltage, Vin = 110 V (Figure 3.11). Only four roots of Eq.
(3.50) are listed in Table 3.3 since the fifth root is non-physical with a value greater than
one. The first and third fixed points are stable foci, whereas the second and fourth fixed
points are saddles.
Table 3.3: Eigenvalues for the fixed points at Vin = 110 V in Figure 3.11.
q1 Eigenvalue 1 Eigenvalue 2
0.37 -0.37 - 1.98i -0.37 + 1.98i
0.68 1.60 -2.33
0.864 -0.37 - 4.45i -0.37 + 4.45i
0.985 61.17 -61.90
The eigenvalues of the stable foci also reveal the magnitude of the natural frequency.
In Table 3.3, the nondimensional frequencies of oscillation around the first and third fixed
points are 1.98 and 4.45 respectively. Since the canonical frequency for the undeflected
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cantilever beam is 3.5158 (corresponding to 153.3 kHz), decreasing the frequency at the
lower stable equilibrium indicates the dominance of the linear softening effect of the elec-
trostatic forces and increasing the frequency at the upper stable equilibrium point reveals
the dominance of the linear hardening effect of the controller. Figure 3.12 shows the nondi-
mensional frequency obtained for the lower and upper stable equilibrium points using a
one-mode approximation. It is interesting to note that in the bi-stability region [108 V -
112.5 V ], the system has a distinct fundamental natural frequency for each equilibrium
point shown with black lines. In this graph, double and triple the natural frequency of
the lower equilibrium are also shown with blue and magenta lines respectively; their inter-
sections with the dashed black line reveal the possibility of dynamic interactions between
the two equilibrium points. That is, once we excite the upper equilibrium at its natural
frequency at those intersections, it can excite the lower one.
Figure 3.12: Nondimensional frequency versus input voltage VDC .
3.5 Dynamic Response
3.5.1 Stable Actuator
For the stable actuator with the static profile for a voltage gain of G = 4 in Figure 3.9, the
eigenvalues are obtained to find out the stable region on the profile as described in Section
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3.4. Eigenvalues found at different static DC voltage had negative real parts showing the
existence of a unique stable equilibrium over 95% of the gap, for example at VDC = 26.2
eigenvalues are −0.36± 6.44i. However, examining the transient dynamic response of the
single stable system to initial conditions reveal stable actuation up to 83% of the gap.
Figure 3.13 depicts the phase portrait and the time history of the beam free displacement
response both converging to the ultimate dynamically stable equilibrium at 0.8309 of the
gap at the maximum VDC = 26.2. The results were obtained from numerically integrating
of Eq. (3.54) with zero AC voltage. Increasing the DC voltage makes the top electrode pull-
in to the bottom electrode and the system loses its stability. However, experimental results
were more promising achieving 90% actuation as explained in section 4.2.2 that surpassed
the largest actuation reported of 60% [9]. A more detailed study of the single stable system
is conducted in section 4.2.2, which compares the experimental and the simulated results
of the stable system.
Figure 3.13: The nondimensional phase portrait and beam deflection, Vs for the system
with gain of G = 4 in Figure 3.9, and excitations of VAC = 0 V, VDC = 26.2 V.
3.5.2 Bi-stable Actuator
The dynamic response of the bi-stable system is studied by numerically integrating Eq.
(3.54). We set the DC voltage to VDC = 110 V for all results of the bi-stable actuator unless
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otherwise noted. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the dynamic response of the system, starting
from an initial condition in the vicinity of the upper equilibrium point for VAC = 0.7 V and
VAC = 0.9 V respectively at the excitation frequency of 153.3 kHz. The stable equilibria
are marked with circles and the intermediate saddle is shown with a cross. The controller
output voltage does not exceed 35 V in the two cases. Since the initial conditions are far
from the steady-state orbit, the motions in Figure 3.14 undergoes significant transients
before it settles to a limit cycle around the upper equilibrium point in the upper potential
well. Figure 3.15 depicts escape from the upper to the lower potential well actuation
between the two stable equilibrium points and large motions spanning the range between
27% and 92% of the gap. As the AC voltage is increased from 0.7 V to 0.9 V, the orbit
becomes too large for the upper well, touches the stable manifold of the saddle and escapes
to the lower well where it settles to a small limit cycle around the lower equilibrium point.
The size of the lower well orbit at VAC = 0.9 V is smaller than the size of the upper well
orbit at VAC = 0.7 V, 0.02 versus 0.05, which indicates that the lower potential well is
deeper than the upper well. Larger oscillation in the lower well can be found for systems
with less damping.
Figure 3.14: The phase portrait, beam tip deflection w1 and controller output voltage, Vc
for µ = 0.7, ω = 3.5158, VAC = 0.7 V, and the initial conditions (q1 = 0.86, q̇1 = 0, Vc =
18.43 V ).
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Figure 3.15: The phase portrait, beam tip deflection w1 and controller output voltage, Vc
for µ = 0.7, ω = 3.5158, VAC = 0.9 V, and the initial conditions (q1 = 0.86, q̇1 = 0, Vc =
18.43 V ).
By reducing damping in the system, the basins of attraction for the two potential wells
can be illustrated as in Figure 3.16 for an actuator with a reduced damping from 0.7 to
0.1. As can be seen in the figure, the motion starts around the upper equilibrium, grows
and touches the stable manifold of the saddle in the middle, leaves the upper well via the
stable manifold and is injected into the lower well via the unstable manifold of the saddle,
escapes again to the upper well and oscillates for a few cycles between the two wells, finally
comes closer to the highly stabilized lower fixed point and ends in small periodic oscillations
around it.
The oscillation between the two wells is qualitatively the same using more mode shapes
in the model. Using a three-mode model, Figure 3.17 shows the forced oscillation of the
actuator when a DC voltage in the bi-stability region for three-mode-model is applied
VDC = 100 V along with a small AC voltage of 0.9 V. The trajectory starts from an
initial condition close to the upper fixed point, it escapes to the lower well and then is
attracted to a small limit cycle in that well. The oscillatory nature of the trajectory in the
phase plane reveals the characteristic multiple frequency response of the multi-mode model.
Although the multi-mode-model results have quantitative differences with the single-mode
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Figure 3.16: The phase portrait, beam displacement and controller output voltage for µ =
0.1, ω = 4.45, VAC = 0.86 V and the initial conditions (q1 = 0.86, q̇1 = 0, Vc = 18.43 V ).
model results, they are qualitatively the same. A comprehensive study of the steady-
state dynamic behavior of the actuator can be performed by sweeping the magnitude and
frequency of the excitation voltage as illustrated in the following sections.
Figure 3.17: The phase portrait, beam displacement and controller output voltage for a
three-mode model µ = 0.7, ω = 2.8, VDC = 100 V, VAC = 0.9 V, and the initial conditions
(q1 = 0.91, q̇1 = 0, Vs = 35.7 V ).
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3.5.3 Force Sweep
We sweep the amplitude of the harmonic excitation voltage VAC while holding the excitation
frequency fixed at the natural frequency of the lower equilibrium ωl = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz
(Table 3.3), to obtain the bifurcation diagram of the actuator shown in Figure 3.18. The
dynamic system is integrated for a duration of 4000 periods of excitation and the data
for the last 128 periods is presented. Poincaré sections are taken by sampling the data
at the period of excitation starting from the maximum displacement. The amplitude of
excitation starts at 4 V, and once we increase it, the amplitude of response increases until
we observe a cascade of period doubling including period 2, and period 4 illustrated in
Figure 3.19. Results are shown for the last 100 time units after the transients disappeared
at 4, 4.4 and 4.7 V. The number of times the orbit crosses the zero velocity axis divided by
two indicates the period number and each orbit completes in period number multiplied by
the period of excitation. Multiple periods are also identified by the FFT from the beam
tip displacement time series. In the FFT of the period 2 (Figure 3.19 (b)), in addition to
the peaks at the period one nωl (3.19 (a)), we see intermediate peaks at
n
2
ωl . This trend
is also seen in the FFT of period 4 (3.19 (c)).
Period doubling cascade in Figure 3.18 culminates in chaos. The last observable period
doubling results in a period 8 followed by chaos in the lower well as the attractor size
keeps increasing. Chaos occurs in two bands, one around the lower equilibrium and the
other around the middle saddle. The size of the lower band is larger than the upper
band. The phase portrait of the chaotic attractor is shown in Figure 3.20 for the voltage
of 4.861 V. The two band attractor is clearly seen, and the difference in the size is obvious
from comparing the number of zero-velocity axis crossings in the neighborhoods of 0.4 and
0.75 of the gap. A zoom on the area in the FFT plot in Figure 3.20 by the rectangle area
in Figure 3.20 (b) is shown in in Figure 3.20 (c) revealing a broad range of frequencies,
characteristic of chaotic vibrations. The actuator oscillates primarily in the lower well with
brief excursions over the saddle into the upper well. Comparing these results to Nayfeh et
al. [69] and Najar et al. [70] that reported period doubling followed by pull-in in a single-
well actuator, we conclude that the upper well functions as a barrier against pull-in in this
case. In other words, once the energy level of the orbit exceeds that of the lower potential
well, it passes the potential hump to the upper well that consumes this additional energy
and therefore protecting it from pull-in and letting the chaos happen.
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Figure 3.18: The bifurcation diagram of the actuator constructed from a force sweep VAC
at the natural frequency of the lower equilibrium ωl = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz.
Figure 3.19: The nondimensional phase portraits and fast fourier transforms (FFT) using
a one-mode model, the system parameters µ = 0.7, ω = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz, a) Period 1
VAC = 4.1 V, b) Period 2 VAC = 4.4 V, c) Period 4 VAC = 4.7 V.
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Figure 3.20: The nondimensional phase portrait and FFT of the chaotic attractor at
µ = 0.7, ω = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz, VAC = 4.861 V.
Inside the chaotic attractor presented in Figure 3.18, a period 10 window appears for the
excitation voltage range of [4.875−4.888]. The phase portrait of this periodic orbit is shown
in Figure 3.21. The orbit crosses the zero velocity axis 20 times, which shows the period
number to be 10. Chaos continues after that and the attractor size starts to decrease.
A chaotic orbit in that region is illustrated in figure 3.22. The chaotic attractor size is
smaller compared to that in Figure 3.20 and the chaotic bands are gradually shrinking.
Chaos finally disappears through a cascade of reverse period doubling bifurcation ending
in a period 2 orbit at VAC = 5.03 V, beyond which pull-in occurs. No stable orbits exist
beyond this point.
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Figure 3.21: Phase portrait of the period 10 orbit at an excitation amplitude VAC = 4.883 V
and the frequency of excitation ωl = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz.
Figure 3.22: Phase portrait of a primarily one-well chaotic attractor at an excitation
amplitude VAC = 4.9 V and the frequency of excitation ωl = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz.
3.5.4 Frequency Sweep
A two-well chaotic attractor is obtained by sweeping the frequency of excitation at a fixed
AC amplitude of 4 V. Frequency sweeps at AC voltages smaller than 4 V were further
studied by Seleim [71], who showed that the attractors shrink with smaller AC excitations.
The complete picture of the bifurcation diagram is given in Figure 3.23 using the same
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Poincaré section method used for the force sweep in the previous section, sampling the
phase portrait orbit at the period of excitation starting from the maximum displacement.
Figure 3.23: The bifurcation diagram sweeping the frequency of excitation at VAC = 4 V,
single-sided Poincaré sections obtained at the period of excitation.
An alternative method was employed to obtain the Poincaré sections used to construct
the bifurcation diagram in Figure 3.24. The new Poincaré sections record the displacement
magnitude as the orbit crosses the zero velocity axis. The bifurcation diagram in Figure
3.24 provides a better depiction of the orbit growth and the chaotic attractor. For the
frequencies above the natural frequency of the lower equilibrium, ωl = 1.98 ≡ 86 kHz,
there only exists lower-well periodic orbits. Once we decrease the frequency below the
natural frequency, a cascade of period doubling bifurcations develops into the primarily
one-well chaotic attractor. The bifurcation diagram shows the softening behavior typical
for electrostatic actuators. The one-well chaos disappears by decreasing the frequency and
changes to a periodic two-well orbit. Subsequently at a frequency of Ω = 1.45, a period
doubling cascade happens to the two-well orbit culminating in a two-well chaotic attractor.
It continues while decreasing the frequency and a periodic window containing period three
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orbits appear in the frequency range [1.122− 1.143].
Figure 3.24: The bifurcation diagram sweeping the frequency of excitation at VAC = 4 V,
double-sided Poincaré sections obtained at the intersection with the zero velocity axis.
The chaotic attractor disappears to be replaced by a period one orbit in the lower well




the regularity of the actuator oscillations, thereby eliminating the chaotic attractor and
replacing it with a periodic orbit. A weaker softening behavior is also observed around this
frequency that converts to a period doubling cascade and takes the orbit back to two-well
chaos. The two-well chaos changes to superharmonic orbits that continues to exist down
the frequency with occasional chaotic oscillations.
The appearance of large two-well orbits at low excitation frequencies compared to small
one-well orbits at frequencies around the natural frequency of 1.98 can be explained by









sin(Ωt) cos(Ωt)dt = FeX cos 2Ωt |T0/20 = −2FeX
(3.56)
where ~Fe is the electrostatic force vector, ~v is the velocity response vector, X is the mag-
nitude of displacement response, and T0 is the period of excitation. Therefore, the input
energy is constant versus frequency of excitation, while the kinetic energy per cycle is a


















Therefore, at low excitation frequencies, the kinetic energy is low, so the potential
energy has to absorb the orbit energy via a large displacement variation over the orbit. As
the excitation frequency increases, the kinetic energy absorbs most of the input energy and
consequently the potential energy and the orbit displacement shrinks leading to one-well
periodic orbits.
Inspecting the bifurcation diagram, Figure 3.24, we observed superharmonic resonances
of order two at
ωl
2
= 0.99 , three at
ωl
3
= 0.66, and six at
ωl
6
= 0.33. In Figure 3.25, the
phase portraits and the FFT of these orbits are presented. The period for each orbit is the
same as the period of excitation and the number of FFT peaks below and including the
natural frequency reveals the order of the superharmonic resonances.
To illustrate the chaotic oscillation observed, the phase portraits, the Lyapunov expo-
nents, the displacement time series and controller output voltage of the one-well chaotic
attractor at Ω = 1.84, and the two-well attractor at Ω = 1.081 are shown in Figures 3.26
and 3.27 respectively. The one-well attractor is fully developed and located primarily in
the lower well with occasional excursions over the saddle, marked by an × in Figure 3.26
(a), as illustrated in the phase portrait and displacement time series in parts (a) and (c).
The two-well attractor consists of oscillations in the lower well and between the two wells,
but non that are exclusively in the upper well. The leading Lyapunov exponents are ob-
tained by tracking the distance d1(t) between two trajectories in phase space starting from
initial conditions at a distance d0 = 10
−9 from each other. The Lyapunov exponents are
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Figure 3.25: Phase portraits and FFT for the periodic orbits at the a) natural frequency




= 0.99 ≡ 43 kHz c) the superharmonic resonance of order three Ω = ωl
3
=
0.66 ≡ 28 kHz d) the superharmonic resonance of order six Ω = ωl
6
= 0.33 ≡ 14 kHz.
found for synchronized points along the trajectories. The time evolution of the logarithm
of the distance d1(t) normalized with respect to the initial distance are illustrated in Fig-
ures 3.26(b) and 3.27(b) by the dotted lines and their moving averages over 10 points are
shown by solid lines. The slope of the solid curve during the chaotic attractor expansion
is the leading Lyapunov exponent. It is found to be positive for both attractors proving
that they are indeed chaotic [30].
We observe that the two-well chaotic attractor consumes 8 times larger controller volt-
age, 80 V vs. 10 V, than the voltage used by the one-well chaotic attractor as presented
in part (d) of Figures 3.26 and 3.27. Thus, setting the controller to produce the one-well
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Figure 3.26: a) Phase portrait, b) Lyapunov exponent c) Displacement time history d)
controller output voltage of the one-well chaotic attractor when VAC = 4 V and Ω = 1.84.
chaos reduces the demand on the circuit components. However, the creation of chaos using
two potential wells may be beneficial where a large displacement signals are desired for
detection purposes.
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Figure 3.27: a) Phase portrait, b) Lyapunov exponent c) Displacement time profile d)
controller output voltage of the two-well chaotic attractor when VAC = 4 V and Ω = 1.081.
3.6 Actuator Realization
The dimensions of the actuator were revised to allow us to use the standard POLYMUMPS
fabrication technology provided by Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC) Mi-
crosystems. Polysilicon beams were fabricated using poly 1 layer with nominal lengths of
125,150, and 170 µm and gap and thickness of 2 µm, the substrate electrodes were made
of poly 0 layer. The static and dynamic simulations are then repeated for the actuator
dimensions listed in Table 3.4. The controller parameters are optimized to reduce the
operating voltages. Figure 3.28 presents the static profile for the beams with a nominal
length of 150 µm. The bi-stability DC voltage range is between 18.3-19.16 V, the DC and
AC working voltages are reduced from 110 V and 4 V to 18.5 V and 0.8 V, respectively
compared to the actuator series I described in Table 3.1. At the DC voltage of 18.5, the
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stable equilibrium points are located at 35% and 85.5% of the gap and the saddle is at
72% of the gap.
Table 3.4: Actuator Series II parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Displacement Gain Ψ 0.5 V
Voltage Gain G 1.3
Beam Length L 166 µm
Beam Width b 10 µm
Beam Thickness h 2.2 µm
Initial gap d 2.1 µm
Damping coefficient µ 0.56
Modulus of Elasticity E 150 GPa
Controller damping r 100
Figure 3.28: Static profile for the actuator series II in Table 3.4.
A frequency sweep for the actuator in Figure 3.28 is illustrated in Figure 3.29. The
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Poincaré sections represent the displacement magnitude at the intersection of the orbit
with the zero velocity axis. The results are qualitatively similar to what obtained in
Figure 3.24. Decreasing the frequency from the natural frequency of the lower equilibrium,
ωl = 2.11 equivalent to 62 kHz, the periodic orbits and period doubling cascade appear
in the lower well. However, the one-well chaos rapidly switches to a two-well chaos at
the excitation frequency of 2 and continues until the periodic orbit between the two wells
arises at Ω = 1.878. In the previous case, the one-well chaos converted to a two-well
periodic orbit without evolving into two-well chaos. The period doubling cascade to two-
well chaos continues down the frequency spectrum and superharmonic resonances appear
in the neighborhood of the half of the natural frequency at ωl
2
= 1.05. Chaos exists with
periodic window intervals including period 10 at Ω = 1.432, and period 4 at Ω = 1.344. An
example of period 4 is given in Figure 3.30. In this figure, the velocity and displacement
profiles are shown in parts (b) and (d) respectively confirming the period 4 existence by
having periods that are four times the excitation period, 1e − 4 s vs. 2.53e − 5 s. The
controller voltage is also depicted in part (c) of the figure revealing that the controller
yields a large displacement without exceeding a controller voltage of 15.2 V.
Two examples of the two-well chaotic attractor of actuator series II are also presented in
Figures 3.31 and 3.32, where parts (b) and (d) reveal the infinite-period response of chaotic
oscillations. The attractor presented in Figure 3.32 involves mostly two-well oscillations
requiring controller output voltage of up to 18 V, while the chaotic attractor in Figure 3.31
involves mostly lower-well with maximum controller output voltage of 4.5 V. A significant
advantages of the actuator series II is that the actuator demonstrates two-well chaos and
displacements up to 90% of the gap at reduced controller voltage (as small as 4.5 V in part
(d) of the Figure 3.31), while a similar behavior in the actuator series I required 80 V as
in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.29: The bifurcation diagram sweeping the nondimensional frequency of excitation
at fixed VDC = 18.5 V, VAC = 0.8 V for the actuator series II in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.30: a) Phase portrait b) velocity time history c) controller output voltage d)
displacement time history of the period four at VDC = 18.5 V, VAC = 0.8 V and Ω =
1.344 ≡ 34.5 kHz for the actuator series II in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.31: a) Phase portrait b) velocity time history c) controller output voltage d)
displacement time history of the chaotic attractor at VDC = 18.5 V, VAC = 0.8 V and
Ω = 1.975 ≡ 58 kHz for the actuator series II in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.32: a) Phase portrait b) velocity time history c) controller output voltage d)
displacement time history of the chaotic attractor at VDC = 18.5 V, VAC = 0.8 V and
Ω = 1.58 ≡ 46.4 kHz for the actuator series II in Table 3.4.
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter, an extensive simulation study is conducted for an electrostatic actuator
that yield both uniquely stable and bi-stable behavior using a voltage regulator. Nonlinear
elements present in the mathematical model include a voltage regulator and the electro-
static forcing. Static and dynamic responses of the nonlinear system are explored. The
static response shows that by setting the controller gains, the system can be configured as
either a stable larger-stroke actuator or a bi-stable actuator. The larger-stroke actuator
has an extended travel as much as 83% of the capacitor gap, much larger than the pull-in
deflection of 45% of the open-loop electrostatic actuator beneficial to many optical sensor
applications. The bi-stable system, on the other hand, is used to create multiple-frequency
and chaotic micro-resonators potentially used in sensors with improved resolution. We
found that bi-stability was necessary but not a sufficient condition for chaos. The excita-
tion AC voltage amplitude and frequency had to be chosen properly to obtain chaos.
Both one-well and two-well chaotic attractors have been found. The excitation param-
eter boundaries of the chaotic attractors were obtained using force and frequency sweeps.
Period doubling, reverse period doubling cascades and a banded one-well chaotic attrac-
tor were obtained in the force sweep. In addition, sweeping the frequency of excitation,
we observed one-well and two-well chaotic attractors. A softening-type nonlinearity be-
side superharmonic resonances are observed in the response as we decrease the excitation
frequency below the natural frequency.
Validation of the simulations are performed in the next chapter for the large-stroke
actuator accompanying more detailed study of the system behavior. Due to the time
limitation, the chaotic resonator was not tested experimentally, but the controller system





In this chapter, the closed loop system designed for the large-stroke actuator in Chapter 3 is
implemented and the simulations are validated. The parameters of the closed loop model
are determined from the open loop test and modifications are made to the closed loop
system for low frequency testing. The modified low frequency controller is introduced [72]
to bring the actuator to a high target position statically. Observations of the superharmonic
resonances during testing that could lead to chaos are also reported at the end of this
chapter.
4.1 Open Loop Actuator
4.1.1 Open Loop Experiment Configuration
The equipment used for open loop testing included a function signal generator, an oscillo-
scope, MEMS actuators, a vacuum pump, and a Polytech Microscope Scanning Vibrometer
(MSV) 400. A picture of the experimental configuration is shown in Figure 4.1. The MEMS
actuator and probes used for excitation were held stationary in place using the vacuum
pump. The excitation voltage was provided by the internal generator of the MSV or the
external function generator.
The actuator out of plane velocity was measured with the MSV which is comprised of
a sensor head, a digital camera, a scanner unit, a decoder, a junction box, and a Personal
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Computer (PC). A measurement laser beam is directed to the micro-actuator by a sensor
head connected to the scanner unit. The incident laser beam is scattered because of the
actuator motion; the scattered beam is allowed to interfere with a reference laser beam and
the resulting interference pattern, which is proportional to the velocity of the actuator, is
recorded by a photo detector inside the sensor head (see Figure 4.2). The interference signal
is then converted to a voltage signal in the decoder which digitizes the signal and displays
the corresponding velocity on the PC [73]. The vibrometer also contains a junction box to
provide connections between different units and an external reference or trigger signal.
Figure 4.1: Experimental configuration.
Figure 4.2: Doppler effect principle
The vibrometer enables velocity measurement in the range of 0.15 µ m/s to 10 m/s using
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the velocity decoder. A displacement decoder can also be used to measure displacements
in the range of 0.1 pm to 75 nm, which is small compared to actuator gaps of 2 µm.
All the tests were conducted in open air with all environmental disturbances present.
Therefore, efforts were made to minimize the noise using data processing techniques.
4.1.2 Data Processing
The vibrometer is equipped with a Polytech Scanning Vibrometer (PSV) data process-
ing software unit where the measurements are made and processed. To reduce the noise,
synchronized time traces of velocity signals were averaged. The time traces had the same
number of samples and were synchronized with the voltage excitation signal. Synchroniza-
tion was necessary to average the data at the same phase achieved by using a trigger signal
provided by the function generator.
The recorded velocity signal displayed on the vibrometer PC can easily be misrepre-
sented because of aliasing if the data acquisition card does not collect enough samples per
cycle. The aliasing effect, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, occurs because sampling at 1 Hz
yields the same reconstructed signal for two signals with different frequencies of 0.1 Hz
and 0.9 Hz. To avoid this erroneous effect, the sampling frequency was set much larger
than the excitation frequency. For instance, for the excitation frequency of 10 kHz, the
sampling frequency was set to 5.12 MHz, the resolution of which is 195 ns, thus collecting
512 data points in each cycle.
Figure 4.3: Two signals with frequencies of 0.1 Hz and 0.9 Hz appear identical under a
sampling rate of 1 Hz. (Aliasing effect).
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To improve accuracy in the frequency domain measurements complex averaging was
used. For each time trace, a spectrum was obtained and the values at each frequency were
averaged. Complex averaging consisted of averaging the imaginary and real parts of the
FFT lines separately [73]. The voltage excitation signal was used as a reference signal to
set the phase of the measured signal.
The resolution of the measured signal was also enhanced by optimizing the dynamic
range for each test. The output signal of the velocity decoder is adjustable up to ±10 V
with available dynamic ranges of 5, 25, 125, and 1000 mm/s/V . For increasing accuracy,
if the maximum expected output signal was 9 mm/s, the output signal range was set to
2 V and the dynamic range to 5 mm/s/V to obtain maximum resolution and minimum
noise.
4.1.3 Actuators
The MEMS devices being tested are cantilever beam electrodes made of polysilicon fabri-
cated using POLYMUMPS surface micromachining technology. The beam layout and cross
section are shown in Figure 4.4 parts (a) and (b) respectively. The structural layers of the
actuators are Poly 0 with the thickness of 0.5 µm for the fixed electrode and Ploy 1 with
the thickness of 2 µm for the moving electrode. The sacrificial layer was phosphosilicate
glass (PSG) with the thickness of 2 µm that was etched away to create the electrostatic
gap. The probing pads were made of all structural layers of Ploy 0, Poly 1, Poly 2, and
gold metal with the dimensions of 100 × 100 µm. The ground pad of the fixed electrode
and the voltage pad of the moving electrode were located 200 µm apart from each other.
Actuators with lengths of 125, 150, and 175 µm and widths of 10 and 20 µm were designed
to have natural frequencies between 56 to 150 kHz. In early designs, 200 µm long beams
and common ground pads between actuators were used but were avoided in future designs.
Longer beams could have lower natural frequencies, which was desirable for testing, but
the beam tips were found to be curled downward in many cases. Common ground pads
were used to save space on the chip but the voltage leakage to non-excited actuators caused
pull-in in some cases. Images taken from a final design of actuators by a white-light optical
profiler and SEM are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Layout of the actuators in MEMS Pro L-Edit software. a)Top view, b)cross
section.
Figure 4.5: A white-light image of the electrostatic actuator by WYKO NT1100 Optical
Profiler.
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Figure 4.6: SEM image of the actuator fabricated with POLYMUMPS.
4.1.4 Parameter Identification
The beam parameters were identified experimentally in open-loop tests. A software macro
was developed in PSV to excite the beam using a sinusoidal waveform at different frequen-
cies and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) response peak was obtained. The peaks were
recorded to find the frequency response of the beam. The frequency response was used
to find the natural frequency of the beam and the damping coefficient and to estimate
the capacitor gap. The chips used for testing contain beams with nominal lengths of 125,
150, and 175 µm. The parameters for each beam length were identified from frequency
response tests. Figure 4.7 shows the frequency response curve for the 150 µm long beam.
The amplitude of the response peaks rise by increasing the DC voltage at a constant AC
voltage because of the increase in the electrostatic force, Eq. (2.1), which is proportional
to the square of summation of DC and AC voltages.
As shown in Figure 4.7 the natural frequency drops as the DC voltage is increased.
This effect is depicted in Figure 4.8 which shows the natural frequency as a function
of DC voltage. The solid line shows the natural frequency obtained from solution of the
eigenvalue problem obtained for Eq. (3.39), while the diamonds show the natural frequency
measured from the frequency response peaks. From this graph, both the beam length and
pull-in voltage can be identified. The beam support is assumed to be perfectly rigid in
the simulation, while in reality the beam is connected to a wider post and the wide post
is attached to a fixed pad (see Figure 4.5). In addition, under-etch occurs during the
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wet etching step used to release the beam. Therefore, the effective beam length needs to
estimated experimentally to account for the flexibility in the support of the beam and the








where fn = 3.51518 is the canonical natural frequency of the cantilever beam. Rearranging









substituting the second moment of area, I = bh
3
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and the cross-sectional area A = bh of a









where the beam thickness h can be estimated from an optical profilometer scan, such as
shown in Figure 4.5. The effective beam length using the material properties listed in
Table 4.1, thickness of 2.2 µm, and the identified natural frequency of ωn = 103.3 kHz is
then found to be 166.1 µm. The pull-in voltage is also identified from Figure 4.8 where the
natural frequency approaches zero. This figure reveals, from simulation, the magnitude of
the pull-in voltage is 23.5 V.
The damping ratio is obtained from the compliance frequency response curve for the
beam tip velocities in Figure 4.7 divided by individual frequencies. In the compliance graph





where ωa, ωb are the frequencies at which the magnitude of the response is 1/
√
2 of the
peak magnitude, and ωp is the frequency at the peak. The damping ratio is obtained for
voltages of VDC = 6 V, and VDC = 11.2 V and was found to be 0.08. Using the beam
length, beam thickness, and damping ratio determined experimentally, equation (3.37) is
solved numerically for voltage VDC = 9.07 V. The beam gap is estimated to be 2.1 µm to
match the measured frequency response. The simulation result is shown by a solid line in
Figure 4.10. The figure shows that the one-mode model with the experimentally identified
parameters yields a good approximation of the open loop dynamic behavior.
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Table 4.1: The electrostatic actuator material properties
Parameter Symbol Value
Density ρ 2331 kg/m3
Permittivity of air ε 8.85× 10−12 F/m
Modulus of Elasticity E 150 GPa
Figure 4.7: Frequency response of a beam with the nominal dimensions of 150×10×2 µm
and a capacitor gap of 2µm where the AC voltage is 2 V. Solid line shows the fitted data
on the experimental results.
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Figure 4.8: Natural frequency as a function of DC voltage for a beam with dimensions of
L = 166.1 µm, b = 10 µm, h = 2.2 µm, and d = 2.1 µm: − Simulations,  experimental
results.
Figure 4.9: Compliance frequency response of a beam with dimensions of 150×10×2 with
gap of 2µm when the applied AC voltage is 2 V.
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Figure 4.10: Frequency response of the beam tip velocity with dimensions of L = 166.1 µm,
b = 10 µm, h = 2.2 µm, d = 2.1 µm at VDC = 9.07 V, and VAC = 2 V : − Simulations, 
experimental results, −− fitted data on the experimental results.
The identification procedure was also performed for the beam with nominal length
of 175 µm. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the frequency response and compliance response
respectively. As expected the 175 µm long beam in Figure 4.12 requires less voltage, 8.48 V
versus 11.2 V, to reach the same amount of deflection, e.g. 0.2 µm, compared to the shorter
beam in Figure 4.9. The reason arises from the fact that the electrostatic force increases
for a longer beam while the spring force decreases, thus the longer beam deflects more
toward the bottom electrode at the same voltage. The beam thickness was found from the
optical profiler scan to be h = 1.9 µm, and the capacitor gap is estimated as d = 1.9 µm to
match the simulation to the experimental results in Figure 4.13 which shows the natural
frequencies as a function of DC voltage for the beam. The effective beam length was
determined from this graph to be L = 185 µm for the natural frequency at VDC = 0, and
the pull-in voltage was estimated to be 14 V at the zero frequency. The damping ratio was
found to be ζ = 0.132.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency response of a beam with the nominal dimensions of 175×10×2µm
and a capacitor gap of 2µm where AC voltage is 1.30-1.4 V.
Figure 4.12: Compliance frequency response of a beam with dimensions of 175×10×2µm
and a capacitor gap of 2µm where AC voltage is 1.30-1.4 V.
Parameter identification was also conducted for the 125 µm long beams. The peak nat-
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Figure 4.13: Natural frequency as a function of DC voltage for the beam with dimensions
of L = 185 µm, b = 10 µm, h = 1.9 µm, and d = 1.9 µm:− Simulations, ◦ experimental
results.
ural frequency is plotted versus DC voltage in Figure 4.14. The beam was also tested by
applying DC voltages and recording the beam tip displacement under an optical profilome-
ter. The static deflection of the beam is illustrated in Figure 4.15, which confirms that
the pull in voltage is around 25 V as predicted from the eigenvalue-problem simulations
in Figure 4.14. Although the beams in these two figure have different width, they have
the same pull-in voltage. This can be explained from the static equation of the beam (Eq.






In the above equation, the beam width b can be canceled out for rectangular cross sections
with area moment of inertia I = bh
3
12
, and hence the static profile is independent of the
beam width. From the open loop frequency response, the beam dimensions are identified
as L = 125.6µm, h = 1.9µm, with a gap of d = 1.8µm and the widths are b = 10µm,
and b = 19µm respectively in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The damping ratio was calculated
to be 0.053. The identified parameters from the open loop experiments are used in the
closed-loop system model to validate the simulation results.
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Figure 4.14: Natural frequency versus DC voltage beam for the with dimensions of
125.6×10×1.9 µm with a gap of 1.8µm where AC voltage is 1.7-1.76 V. ◦: experimen-
tal results, −: simulations.
Figure 4.15: Static response for a beam with the dimensions of 125.6×19×1.9 µm with a
gap of 1.8µm.
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4.2 Closed Loop Actuator
4.2.1 Closed loop Experimental Set-up
A schematic of the feedback control system and the experimental configuration are illus-
trated in Figures 4.16 and 4.1, respectively. The closed loop system is implemented by
adding a circuit that acts as a voltage regulator. The voltage regulator input was provided
by a signal function generator, and the regulator op-amps were operated using two power
supplies. The intermediate parameters were measured along the circuit and were displayed
on the oscilloscope.
First, the beam tip velocity is measured with the vibrometer, the corresponding signal
of which is passed through a high pass filter to eliminate a noise signal at 30 Hz generated
by the vacuum pump used to hold the chip in place. Next, the filtered velocity signal is
integrated in the circuit to find the displacement. The displacement signal is then used in
the analog circuit to generate the control voltage Vc which is subtracted from the input
voltage Vin, and the result is finally multiplied by G to generate the regulated voltage
G(Vin − Vc). The regulated voltage is applied to the actuator. It can either control the
beam position to the stable regime to create a stable large-stroke actuator or drive the
beam into nonlinear oscillations in the bi-stable regime, depending on the desired purpose.
Figure 4.16: Schematic of the feedback control system
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4.2.2 Large-Stroke Actuator
The voltage regulator is first tested for studying the stable system behavior. The stable
actuator is obtained by setting the voltage regulator parameters to obtain a single stable
equilibrium point over the gap distance as shown in Figure 4.17. In this figure, the solid line
shows the location of the stable equilibrium point and the dashed line shows the location
of the unstable saddle point.
The actuator is tested using a sinusoidal excitation signal designed to obtain a typi-
cal trajectory for read-write heads. The waveform varies sinusoidally between zero and a
maximum voltage that corresponds to a desired static location in Figure 4.17. That means
for the input voltages VDC = VAC . The simulation results in this figure were obtained
by numerically solving the algebraic equation obtained by setting the time derivatives in
Equation 3.45 to zero. The static profile reveals that the controller moves the saddle away
from the stable equilibrium point as it is clear compared to the open loop system in Fig-
ure 3.3. The increased distance of the saddle from the stable equilibrium point enables
the large stable operation of the actuator. The stable actuator operation from an unde-
flected position to a desired location is sought statically in applications such as AFM based
memory devices to read and write the data or in programmable optical filters. In these
applications, resonant and high frequency oscillations are not advantageous. Henceforth,
choosing an excitation frequency around one fourteenth of the resonant frequency, large
stable actuations are investigated quasi-statically.
Restricting the tests to low frequency allows for simplification of the control circuit.
The controller Equation (3.45) can be rewritten in the Laplace domain as













The righthand side of Equation (4.7) is a low pass filter with a nondimensional cut off
frequency of Ω = r. When operating at much lower frequencies such that Ω  r, in Eq.
(4.7), the ratio s
r






Figure 4.17: Closed loop displacement simulated response. Dashed line shows the location
of unstable equilibrium points, the solid line shows the stable equilibrium location. (Beam
dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, gap of 1.9 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V
, G = 4.8.)
Using the previous equation to generate the control voltage simplifies the implementa-
tion of the controller and allows for a more compact device. The revised system equations
are then obtained: (q̈ + µq̇ + ω
2








The controller function, the second of Equations (4.9), was implemented using analog
electronics [71]. Despite the advantages of digital control such as easy code changes, an
analog system is chosen because of its fast response. A challenge with analog systems
though, is the difficulty in changing the controller function.
The block diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 4.18. In this figure, the voltage
signal corresponding to the beam tip velocity q̇ measured by the vibrometer is integrated
to find the displacement q. The displacement signal is scaled so that the entire electrostatic
gap is equivalent to 1 V. Next, the displacement signal is subtracted from a constant voltage
of 1 to evaluate (1 − q), and division is performed to find q
1− q
. The result is multiplied
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by the displacement gain Ψ to find the control voltage Vc. The final voltage G(Vin − Vc)
applied to the beam is then obtained after the subtraction of the control voltage from the
input voltage Vin multiplying by the voltage gain G.
Figure 4.18: Block diagram of the low frequency controller.
The subtraction and multiplication are implemented using op-amps and the division is
realized using the logarithmic characteristic of diodes. The schematic of the control circuit
is shown in Figure 4.19. The locations of the input and output voltages, and parameters
obtained at different points on the circuit, are indicated as well as some operational high-
lights of the circuit. The highlights, shown by dashed lines, include a high pass filter, an
integrator, input amplifier, and voltage dividers. The high pass filter was added to the
circuit to remove noise at 30 Hz produced by the vacuum pump used to hold the probes
and the MEMS chip in place. The voltage dividers were also added to remove the DC shift
in the input of the integrator caused by circuit imperfections and noise [71]. A picture of



































Figure 4.20: Picture of the low frequency control circuit.
The closed loop actuator was tested using a sinusoidal excitation voltage varying from
zero to a maximum, according to Vin = v(1 + cos(Ωt)), corresponding to a target location.
The maximum excitation of 2v corresponds to the horizontal axis of Figure 4.17, and
the target location to the vertical axis. Figures 4.21 to 4.26 compare experimental and
simulated dynamic responses revealing quasi-static actuation ranges up to 37%, 54%, 52%,
67%, 78% and 90% of the gap, respectively. Simulations were performed by numerically
solving Eq. (4.9) using the beam parameters and the damping ratio identified in section
4.1.4. The frequency of excitation was 10 kHz, and compared to the beam natural frequency
of 140 kHz, the motion was quasi-static. The damping ratio was 0.157, the pull-in voltage
was 25 V, the beam length was 131 µm, the width was 20 µm, and the thickness was 1.9
µm. The gap was determined by matching the simulations to experimental results in the
experiments. The capacitor gap was identified as d = 1.82µm, 1.75 µm, and 1.9 µm for
the beams employed in the tests shown in Figures 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23-4.26, respectively.
The first two figures are obtained using two beams on two different days, and the last four
figures are obtained from testing a different beam on another day.
Figures 4.21 – 4.26 compare the simulation and experimental results. Experimental re-
sults in Part (a) of the figures presents the velocity measured by the vibrometer multiplied
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Figure 4.21: Closed-loop response to an excitation of v = 2.7 V, ω = 10kHz. −−measured,
− simulated. a) beam tip velocity, b) beam tip displacement up to 37%, c) controller
voltage Vc, d) Regulated voltage G(Vin−Vc). (Beam dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, the
gap is 1.82 µm, and the controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V , G = 4.8.)
by a negative in the circuit as the direction of the assumed velocity was the reverse of the
measured one, part (b) in these figures represents the displacement found from the inte-
gration of the velocity signal in the circuit, part (c) shows the measured controller voltage
Vc, and part (d) illustrates the voltage applied to the actuator G(Vin − Vc). Experimental
results in part (a) and part (b) of the figures are filtered in MATLAB by local regression
using weighted linear least squares and a 1st degree polynomial model that assigns lower
weight to outliers in the regression. The method assigns zero weight to data outside six
mean absolute deviations and had the span of 13% of the total data.
Good agreement between simulation and measured responses is observed for a broad
range of actuation voltage. The smallest range is presented in Figure 4.21, where though the
controller voltage does not exceed 0.3 V and the regulated voltage does not go beyond the
open loop pull-in voltage of 25 V, the actuator traverses a trajectory that brings it to 0.67
µm or 37% of the gap which is greater than the 33% limit for open loop systems. The results
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shown in Figure 4.22 are for a beam of similar dimensions and the same excitation voltage
as in Figure 4.21, but with a capacitor gap of 1.75 µm which is smaller than the 1.82 µm
gap in Figure 4.21. As a result, the actuation increases from 37% to 54% or 0.95 µm.
The low signal to noise ratio for small displacements prevents the controlled motions from
tracking the trajectory predicted by the troughs. However, as the displacement increases
and the signal to noise ratio improves, the controller follows the desired trajectory well.
Figure 4.22: Closed-loop control response to excitation at v = 2.69 V, ω = 10kHz. −−
measured, − simulated: a) beam tip velocity, b) beam tip displacement up to 54%, c)
controller voltage Vc, d) regulated voltage G(Vin − Vc). (Beam dimension are 131 × 20 ×
1.9 µm, the gap is 1.75 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V , G = 4.8.)
Keeping the excitation frequency constant at 10 kHz and increasing the peak voltage
from 2.88 V to 3.2 V for a beam with a larger gap of 1.9 µm, the travel ranges increase
from 52% (0.94 µm) to 90% (1.73 µm) in Figures 4.23 to 4.26. This increase corresponds
to a controller voltage rise from 0.45 V to 2.2 V as shown in part (c) of these figures
and to the changes in the regulated voltage shape in part (d). The qualitative change in
the regulated voltage originates from the increase of controller voltage Vc in sub-figure (c)
as the beam displacement reaches its maximum in sub-figure (b). Because the controller
voltage peak and the input voltage peak have the same phase, there is a voltage drop at
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the peak of the regulated voltage across the capacitor G(Vin − Vc) shown in Figure 4.26
(d). The voltage drop at the peak of the regulated voltage plays an important role in
controlling the actuator. As the actuation voltage increases in the open loop actuator, the
electrostatic force increases causing more deflection in the beam which rapidly increases
the electrostatic force even more until the 30% deflection point where the pull-in normally
occurs. The voltage regulator, on the other hand, drops the voltage and the electrostatic
force as the displacement increases helping to balance with the mechanical spring force and
making the large displacement feasible. At the maximum displacement, the actuator stops
and its velocity reverses direction in sub-figure (a) as the mechanical force dominates the
electrostatic force and the beam returns to the undeflected position. It is noted that the
signal to noise ratio weakens in sub-figure (b) as the input voltage increases, though that
affects the oscillation that takes place around the undeflected position and not around the
large actuation points.
Figure 4.23: Closed loop response to excitation at v = 2.88 V, ω = 10kHz. −− measured,
− simulated: a) beam tip velocity, b) beam tip displacement up to 52%, c) controller
voltage Vc, d) regulated voltage G(Vin − Vc). (Beam dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, the
gap is 1.9 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V , G = 4.8.)
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Figure 4.24: Closed loop response to excitation at v = 2.92 V, ω = 10kHz. −− measured,
− simulated. a) beam tip velocity, b) beam tip displacement up to 67%, c) controller
voltage Vc, d) Regulated voltage G(Vin−Vc). (Beam dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, the
gap is 1.9 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V , G = 4.8.)
The beam tip comes to within 400 nm and 100 nm of the substrate surface for the
trajectories shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26, respectively. This proximity is desirable for
reading and writing in probe based high capacity data storage devices [9] using miniaturized
AFM arrays.
Observing the displacement profiles, it is observed that more oscillations appear as the
actuator reverses its direction of motion away from the higher peaks. These oscillations
modulate the displacement and velocity profiles with oscillations at the natural frequency
of the beam ω1. They occur because of the sudden motion reversal at the peak. On the
other hand, the oscillations are not present at the counter motion reversal in the trough
because of our choice of input signal which guaranties a trough wide enough for the initial
oscillations to die out and a gradual motion reversal. The modulated oscillations are not
seen in the predicted path as the model uses a linear viscous damping term to represent
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Figure 4.25: Closed loop response to excitation at v = 3 V, ω = 10kHz. −− measured, −
simulated. a) beam tip velocity, b) beam tip displacement up to 78%, c) controller voltage
Vc, d) regulated voltage G(Vin − Vc). (Beam dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, the gap is
1.9 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V , G = 4.8.)
the dissipation mechanisms in the actuator. In averaging out the highly nonlinear effects
of squeeze-film damping, it overestimates the amount of damping present for the small
oscillations in the trough around the undeflected position. The same nonlinear damping
effect is clear in the simulated velocity matching the minimum negative velocities but not
the maximum positive velocities in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. This difference in the simulated
and measured velocity results grows as the actuation range increases. These limitations
not withstanding, the actuator reaches its target at the peak with minimal delay. Further,
unlike the leveraged bending method, the regulated voltages are around 27 V at the largest
slightly larger than the pull-in voltage of 25 V.
As is seen in Figures 4.25(d) and 4.26(d), at the peak voltage drop there exists a small
phase difference between the simulations and experiments that is caused by the internal
delay of the op-amps in the controller circuit. This phase shift might be minimized using
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Figure 4.26: Closed loop response to excitation at v = 3.2 V, ω = 10kHz. −− measured, −
simulated: a) beam tip velocity, b) beam tip displacement up to 90%, c) controller voltage
Vc, d) regulated voltage G(Vin − Vc). (Beam dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, the gap is
1.9 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V , G = 4.8.)
more precise non-inverting op-amps. However, the large actuation ranges are not affected
by the small controller phase delay.
The ultimate positions reached at different peak voltages are summarized in Figure 4.27
as well as the static deflection derived setting the time derivatives in Equation (4.9) to zero
and numerically solving the resulting algebraic system. Figure 4.27 reveals a good agree-
ment between the static simulation results and the quasi-static experimental measurements,
thereby justifys the basic assumption underlying the simplified controller development.
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Figure 4.27: Peak actuator displacement versus peak voltage (2v). −− simulated unstable
equilibrium points, − simulated stable equilibrium points, ◦ experimental results. (Beam
dimension are 131× 20× 1.9 µm, gap of 1.9 µm, and controller parameters are Ψ = 0.5 V
, G = 4.8.)
4.3 Virtual regulator
Examining the response of the actuator to the controlled voltage, we postulated that ap-
plying the regulated voltage waveform obtained from the simulation directly to the beam
without using the analog regulator could lead to similar results. The experimental setup
consisted exclusively of the micro-beam, a signal generator, and a vibrometer to measure
the beam tip velocity and an analog integrator. Simulations were performed using the
closed loop control model to generate the customized voltage signal. The signal generator
was then used to produce the customized waveform, the beam velocity response was mea-
sured using the vibrometer and the velocity was integrated using the analog integrator to
find the beam displacement. The results are depicted in Figure 4.28, where the customized
voltage signal is shown in part (c). Exciting the beam with the proposed waveform not only
eliminates the need for the external feedback circuit but also allows an actuation range as
large as 75% of the gap, which is significantly larger than the traditional open loop limit
of 33% of the gap.
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Figure 4.28: Beam open loop response to a modified input waveform: a) Beam tip velocity
b) Beam tip displacement c) Actuator input voltage. −− measured, − simulated response
to excitation at v = 3 V, ω = 10kHz for a beam with dimensions of 131×20×1.9 µm with
the gap of 1.82 µm, and controller simulated parameters of Ψ = 0.5 V, G = 4.8.)
The low frequency controller was also used to study the superharmonic resonances of
the actuator.
4.4 Superharmonic Resonances
During testing of the closed loop low frequency actuator, superharmonic resonances were
detected as predicted in Chapter 3. The results are shown in Figures 4.29 to 4.31. Part (a)
represents the beam tip velocity measured by the vibrometer and multiplied by a negative
in the circuit, part (b) displays the beam tip displacement integrated from the velocity
signal in the analog circuit. Part (c) is the FFT of 212 velocity data points obtained after
the experiment was done using MATLAB, and part (d) is the phase portrait obtained from
plotting the measured velocity versus the integrated displacement. The beam under test
has the nominal dimensions of 175× 10× 2 with a gap of 2 µm and the natural frequency
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of 80 kHz. All experiments were conducted on the same day. Superharmonic resonances
are verified by the FFT sub-figure (c), where a train of FFT peaks extending from the
excitation frequency to the natural frequency peak exists and the number of peaks reveal
the order of superharmonic resonance. The superharmonic resonances of order 8, 6, and 5
are reported at excitation frequencies of 10, 13, and 15.7 kHz respectively with the same
voltage excitation magnitudes. The superharmonic orbits shown in part (d) of the figures
expand along the displacement and velocity axes as the frequency increases and the order of
superharmonic drops. As it is noted the maximum displacement recorded at the maximum
frequency of 15.7 kHz is as large as 60% of the gap in Figure 4.31 (b). The stretch along
the displacement axis also corresponds to higher dynamic amplification of the input and
less noise due to larger signal to noise ratio.
Figure 4.29: The superharmonic resonance of order 8 obtained when the controller param-
eters are G = 2, Ψ = 0.5 V, and the excitation is v = 3.56 V, ω = 10 kHz. a) beam tip
velocity, b) beam tip displacement, c)Fast Fourier Transform of the tip velocity, d) Phase
portrait.
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Figure 4.30: The superharmonic resonance of order 6 obtained when the controller param-
eters are G = 2, Ψ = 0.5 V, and the excitation is v = 3.56 V, ω = 13 kHz. a) beam tip
velocity, b) beam tip displacement, c)Fast Fourier Transform of the tip velocity, d) Phase
portrait.
Testing a similar beam with a different natural frequency of 85 kHz, the superharmonic
resonance of order 4 was observed as shown in Figure 4.32 at an excitation frequency of
21.36 kHz. Although the excitation voltage is lower than the previous set of tests, the evo-
lution of the phase portrait is comparable with the previous three cases of superharmonic
resonance. In Figure 4.29, there exists three loops, two of them merge and expand as the
frequency increases in Figure 4.31, and finally the two twists unite in superharmonic of
order 4 in Figure 4.32.
The superharmonic resonances recorded constitute, to the best of our knowledge, the
first instance of this nonlinear resonance being observed and analyzed in MEMS electro-
static actuators. Exciting the system at one frequency, the system is responding at multiple
frequencies. The route to chaos is changing the frequency with smaller increments close to
one of the superharmonic resonances, which was not possible for us. The frequency was also
limited to 22 kHz because beyond this frequency the attenuation caused by the op-amps
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Figure 4.31: The superharmonic resonance of order 5 obtained when the controller param-
eters are G = 2, Ψ = 0.5 V, and the excitation is v = 3.55 V, ω = 15.7 kHz. a) beam tip
velocity, b) beam tip displacement, c)Fast Fourier Transform of the tip velocity, d) Phase
portrait.
and diodes was significant. The attenuations are because of the bandwidth gain product
defined in the op-amp data sheets. Therefore, we were limited in the operation frequency
range. Future work can include using op-amps with a larger frequency bandwidth.
Superharmonic resonance was also observed in the open loop system for excitation
at integer fractions of the natural frequency. The beam had the nominal dimensions of
175×10×2 and a gap of 2 µm with a natural frequency of 80 kHz. The test was conducted
using the internal function generator of the vibrometer. The DC voltage was held constant
at 5 V. The FFT of the velocity responses was recorded by the PSV software of the
vibrometer. Superharmonic resonances of order 6 to 3 in descending order are depicted
in parts (a) to (d) of Figure 4.33. The orders of the superharmonics are clear from the
number of pronounced peaks in the FFT including the natural frequency peak at 80 kHz.
The presence of the peak at the fractions of the natural frequency and peak at the natural
frequency are indicative of the superharmonic resonance.
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Figure 4.32: The superharmonic resonance of order 4 obtained when the controller param-
eters are G = 2, Ψ = 0.5 V , and the excitation is v = 2.78 V, ω = 21.36 kHz. a) beam tip
velocity, b) beam tip displacement, c)Fast Fourier Transform of the tip velocity, d) Phase
portrait.
Although the superharmonic resonance in the open loop is beneficial as less equip-
ment is needed to produce the resonance, the superharmonics of the closed loop system
could be preferred as the FFT peaks appeared for each frequency are more noticeable and
comparable in magnitude indicating the larger kinetic energy that can be detected more
effectively.
Superharmonic resonances of the implemented closed loop actuator did not lead to
chaos as the electronic components were not designed to support frequencies beyond 22
kHz. Using electronic components that can support higher frequencies without attenuation
and generators that have small frequency resolution enables developing the chaotic micro-
resonator from the modified closed loop actuator. The application of the chaotic resonator
can be in secure communication devices [56], where sending and receiving a signal in a
broad range of frequencies rather than a single frequency are desirable.
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Figure 4.33: The superharmonic resonances of an actuator with the nominal dimensions
of 175 × 10 × 2 µm and a gap of 2 µm a) order 6 obtained at VDC = 5.2 V, VAC =
4.7 V, Ω = 13.3 kHz, b) order 5 obtained at VDC = 5.2 V, VAC = 4.16 V, Ω = 16 kHz,
c) order 4 obtained at VDC = 5.2 V, VAC = 3.88 V, Ω = 20 kHz, d) order 3 obtained at
VDC = 5.2 V, VAC = 3.32 V, Ω = 26.6 kHz.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the large stroke actuator developed from adding a controller to the open
loop actuator in Chapter 3 was implemented. The actuator model parameters were iden-
tified from open loop experiments and the simulations were validated by experimental
results. The controller was modified for the low frequency test to command the actua-
tor to a higher position quasi-statically. Stroke actuation as large as 90% of the gap was
achieved by decreasing the electrostatic force, and thus balancing it with the mechanical
restoring force as the moving electrode approaches the fixed electrode.
Likewise, the travel range of the open loop actuator was increased using a customized
waveform input. The micro-beam actuator is excited with a waveform generated using a
model of the closed loop system. Exciting the beam with the proposed waveform not only
eliminates the need for any external feedback system but also allows actuation as large
as 75% of the gap. It should be emphasized that both regulators do not impose further
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requirements and can operate in open air under environmental disturbances. Further, for
practical deployment of the actuator, the vibrometer can be replaced by a piezoresistor to
sense the beam position and the actuator placed with the analog controller on a CMOS
chip.
Superharmonic resonances were also reported for the first time both for open loop and
closed loop electrostatic actuators. Chaotic oscillations exist within very fine tolerances
of the excitation frequency for superharmonic resonances. Hence, the superharmonic res-
onances are important observation as they could lead to chaos by modifying electronic
components of the circuit to support higher frequency oscillations and by using function




Investigating the behavior of the voltage regulator for the chaotic resonator developed in
Chapter 3, a new regulator function is derived to improve the performance of the chaotic
resonator [74]. Not only the voltage requirement of the proposed actuator is much less than
the previous one, but also the controller is more robust. Derivation of the new regulator
function and its static and dynamic analysis follow.
5.1 New Regulator Function
The governing static equation for the previously used controller is Eq. 3.49 for one-mode
approximation. This equation describes the balance of the mechanical force and the elec-
trostatic force using the regulated voltage. The left hand side of the equation is the spring
force multiplied by the denominator of the electrostatic force and the right hand side is
the square of the difference of the input voltage and the regulated voltage. The equation
can be solved graphically by plotting both sides of the equation as functions of q1, Figure
5.1. Three intersections occur in the domain q1 ≤ 1 representing three equilibrium points,
two of which are stable nodes and one is an unstable saddle. The two stable equilibrium
points create the two-well potential field that was used to create chaos. The same goal can
be achieved using a different controller function as long as they produce three intersections
or more.
Using a simple quadratic function as a voltage regulator instead of a hyperbola, we
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found four intersections (equilibrium points) as depicted in Figure 5.2. The equilibrium
equation for the new actuator can be written using one-mode approximation as
ω21q1(1 + c1q1 + c2q
2
1) = c3αG
2(Vin − (n0 + n1q1 + n2q21))2 (5.1)
where n0, n1, , n2 are the coefficients of the quadratic function. The equilibrium points
obtained using the quadratic controller include two stable and two unstable equilibrium
points. The static equilibrium points at different applied voltages are derived in section 5.3.
In terms of implementation, the proposed quadratic controller circuit will have lower noise
as the singularity present in the previous controller as the beam approaches the bottom
electrode is eliminated in this design.
Figure 5.1: Graphical solution of Eq. 3.49 showing the balance of mechanical force and the
regulated electrostatic force and a zoom at Vin = 140.5 V for actuator parameters: Beam
dimensions 200 × 80 × 4.5 µm and a gap of 3 µm, controller gains Ψ = 6 V , G = 0.65,
Modulus of Elasticity E = 166 GPa, Density ρ = 2331 kg
m3
. − left side of the equation,
−− right side of the equation
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Figure 5.2: Graphical solution of Eq. 5.1 showing the balance of the mechanical force and
the regulated electrostatic force at Vin = 15 V for actuator parameters: Beam dimensions
200× 80× 4.5 µm and a gap of 3 µm, quadratic function coefficients n0 = −205.2 V, n1 =
1291.4 V, n2 = −1293.6 V , Modulus of Elasticity E = 166 GPa, Density ρ = 2331 kgm3 . −
left side of the equation, −− right side of the equation.
5.2 Actuator Model
The configuration of the electrostatic actuator system is the same as that shown in Figure
4.16 comprising of a cantilever beam above a fixed electrode and a voltage regulator. The
normalized partial differential equation of motion of the actuator (Eq.3.43) is rewritten as
ẅ(1− w)2 + w(4)(1− w)2 + µẇ(1− w)2 = α(Vin − Vc)2 (5.2)
where all parameters are defined in section 3.1, and the controller voltage Vc rate of change
function is composed of a quadratic function of the normalized beam tip deflection w(1)









where a0, a1, a2 are constant coefficients chosen to obtain four equilibrium points such
that the first and last equilibrium points are as close as possible to the beam and the fixed
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electrode, respectively. The rationale for this choice will be explained in section 5.4.1. To
obtain the static and dynamic responses of the actuator, the partial differential equation
of motion Eq. (5.2), is converted to an ordinary differential equation using separation of
variables and Galerkin’s method using one mode shape of the beam as described in section
3.1. For the one-mode case, w(1) = q1. Two ordinary differential equations are thus
obtained:  (q̈1 + µq̇1 + ω
2
1q1)(1 + c1q1 + c2q
2









where ω1 is the first natural frequency of the beam, and c1, c2, and c3 are found from
applying Galerkin’s method. To implement the electronic circuit of the controller, the












where the value of the integrator gain KI
T
is given in Table 5.1. The coefficients in the
above equation are chosen to be realizable in an electronic circuit and Vc has a maximum
range of 35 V (-15 V to 20 V) as illustrated in Figure 5.3, which is 2.28 times less than the
previous controller (Figure 3.27).










= 142.6973 V .
The actuator parameters are identified experimentally. The natural frequency of the
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cantilever beam has been found experimentally to be 99.38 kHz and the beam length was
determined to be 157 µm. The other parameters are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Actuator parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Density ρ 2331 kg
m3
Beam Length L 157.4 µm
Beam Width b 10 µm
Beam Thickness h 1.9 µm
Initial Gap d 1.9 µm
Nondimensional Damping Coefficient µ 0.6153
Permittivity of Free Space ε0 8.85E-12
F
m
Modulus of Elasticity E 150 GPa




To study the behavior of the actuator, the location of the equilibrium points and their
stability conditions should be known. The location of the equilibrium points, the static
response, is found from Eq. (5.4) by equating the time derivatives to zero and solving
the resulting algebraic equation numerically for a given DC voltage. The stability of the
points are found by linearizing Eq. (5.4) around the equilibrium points and finding the
eigenvalues. The static response for the two new quadratic designs of the controller are
illustrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 and the eigenvalues at Vin = 2 V in Figure 5.5 are listed
in Table 5.2.
It can be concluded from Figure 5.5, and Table 5.2 that points 1 and 3 are stable
equilibrium points and points 2 and 4 are saddles. In other words, the first and the third
branches of the static profile are the loci of stable equilibrium points and the second and
fourth branches are the loci of the saddles. The nondimensional natural frequency of the
lower and upper equilibrium points (1 & 3) are 5.72 and 3.02 corresponding to 161.7 kHz
and 85.37 kHz, respectively.
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= −88.0195 V, a2√
α
= 104.78 V (first
design).
The bi-stability region for the first design is 5.3 V, which is about the same size as
shown in Figure 3.11, but the bi-stability range for the second design in Figure 5.5 is as
large as 20.95 V. The advantage of the quadratic controller design is also lower bi-stability
operating voltages: 2.6 V to 7.9 V for the first design and 1.75 V to 22.7 V for the second
design. The minimum operating DC voltages show significant reduction in comparison to
the 110 V in Figure 3.11 and 18.5 V in Figure 3.28 reducing the demand on the electronic
components in the regulator circuit. The two alternative designs are valuable with regard
to different design objectives. The first design is suitable for limited input voltage less than
Table 5.2: Eigenvalues of the equilibrium points at Vin = 2 V using the second controller
design
# q1 Eigenvalue 1 Eigenvalue 2
1 0.066 -0.308+5.72i -0.308-5.72i
2 0.458 2.43 -3.04
3 0.555 -0.308+3.02i -0.308-3.02i
4 0.962 15.89 -16.51
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= 142.6973 V (second
design).
8 V. On the other hand, the second design is suitable for larger potential wells that can
reach 90% of the gap.
The quadratic controller has also the advantage of tunability in terms of the size of
the potential wells of the actuator. This property can be seen by comparing Figures 5.4
and 5.5. At low voltages, the upper equilibrium point is close to the lower saddle, while
the lower equilibrium is far from the saddle indicating a larger lower well. As the voltage
increases, this situation reverses and the upper well becomes larger than the lower well
basin.
5.4 Dynamic Analysis
The steady-state dynamic response of the actuator to Vin = VDC + VAC cos Ωt is found
by solving Eq. (5.4) numerically for 5000 periods of excitation and retaining the last
128 periods. Bifurcation diagrams are also found revealing the excitation amplitude and
frequency ranges where chaos occurs.
Exciting at the nondimensional frequency of 3.2, corresponding to 90.4 kHz, which
is between the natural frequency of the two equilibrium points, chaos occurs at an AC
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amplitude of VAC = 1 V (Figure 5.6). Figure 5.6 shows that the motion develops in the
lower well, then grows to exceed the potential hump (saddle) and cross to the upper well
before suddenly coming back to the lower well to repeat the process. This behavior is
intermittency route to chaos, which is different from the period doubling route to chaos
found in Chapter 3. In this case, chaos appears subsequent to a subcritical period-doubling
bifurcation. In the former case, chaos appears subsequent to a cascade of supercritical
period-doubling bifurcations. The chaotic motion developed in this case is mostly in the
lower well and between the two wells as the phase portrait and times series of the deflection
show. Thus the effect of the second well is minimized. It is because the upper-well is
shallow, that is the saddle and the second stable stable equilibrium are very close (Figure
5.5). The controller voltage is changing between 10 to 19 V and it is less than half of the
voltage required by the previous controller for same ranges of oscillation in Figure 3.32.
Figure 5.6: a) Phase portrait of chaotic oscillation , b) Nondimensioanl beam tip dis-







VDC = 2 V, VAC = 1 V, Ω = 90.4 kHz. (Crosses show the location of saddles and circles
show the location of nodes.)
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5.4.1 Force Sweep
Observing chaotic attractors mainly in the lower-well led us to seek chaotic attractors
that are limited strictly to one well at small DC voltages. Therefore, the force sweeps are
obtained at zero DC voltage keeping the excitation frequency constant.
A single stable equilibrium is available at VDC = 0 located at 0.08 of the gap with
a natural frequency of 164 kHz. Force sweeps, Figure 5.7, are obtained for excitation
frequencies of Ω = 90.4 kHz, Ω = 91.8 kHz, Ω = 93.22 kHz, and Ω = 94.64 kHz. Eqs.
(5.4) are solved numerically for 5000 periods of AC excitation and the last 128 periods are
sampled at the period of excitation starting from the maximum displacement.
The bifurcation diagrams illustrate the progression from periodic motion to intermittent
chaos. The intermittent chaos disappears beyond a voltage limit where the orbit grows and
touches the unstable manifold of the saddle and pull-in happens. At the lowest frequency
of Ω = 90.4 kHz, there is a hysteric jump in the amplitude before chaos occurs as the AC
voltage increases. This frequency is close to the threshold frequency of 89.84 kHz for the
appearance of chaos, below it, the chaotic motion vanishes.
The higher the frequency is, the larger is the threshold of AC voltage for the chaotic
motions. The reason is that the kinetic energy is higher for larger frequencies making
the potential energy and displacement smaller for a constant input energy. That means,
orbits at higher frequencies require more voltage to become chaotic before approaching
the manifold of the saddle and disappearing. Similarly, the chaotic orbit grows along the
displacement axis as the frequency decreases, which is clear comparing the largest orbits
at each frequency. In other words, chaotic orbits at higher frequencies expands along the
velocity axis more, touches the unstable manifold sooner, thus expanding less along the
displacement axis. The AC voltage range that produces chaotic motion also decreases at the
largest shown frequency of Ω = 94.64kHz for the same reason. Therefore, it is concluded
that operating at the threshold frequency is desirable to create a chaotic resonator with
the largest chaotic displacement signal that makes signal detection easier.
The chaotic attractor with the widest footprint along the displacement axis is illustrated
in Figure 5.8 at the frequency of 90.4kHz and VDC = 0 V, VAC = 1 V. The displacement
chaotic signal in part (b) shows vibrations up to 82% of the gap in the positive direction
as well as 35% of the gap in the negative direction. Such large motions are possible by
making the saddle very close to the fixed electrode, and making the stable equilibrium
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Figure 5.7: Bifurcation diagram constructed from a force sweep of VAC at VDC = 0 at
four different fixed frequencies. ◦ Ω = 90.4kHz, × Ω = 91.8kHz,  Ω = 93.22kHz, and
· Ω = 94.64kHz
close to the undeflected beam position (See Figure 5.5). It is also noted that even as the
oscillations approach the electrode, the controller voltage shown in Figure 5.8 (c) is limited
to the range 8 V to 17 V . Hence, the quadratic controller made the total displacement
signals as large as 117% of the gap requiring the controller output voltage as small as 9 V,
while using the previous controller, actuation was only feasible up to 90% of the gap with
the price of controller voltage as large as 18 V (Figure 3.32). Lower controller voltages
reduce the demand on the circuit components.
Furthermore, such large attractors of the quadratic controller could indicate the con-
troller robustness as it shows the system survives the irregular but bounded chaotic oscilla-
tions covering almost a large area of phase space. The quadratic regulator can also control
the attractor size and location by setting the DC voltage (Figure 5.4), the AC voltage and
frequency (Figure 5.7).
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In addition, the input voltage to the system for large chaotic attractors does not require
any DC voltage, compared to 18.5 V DC (Figure 3.28) for the previous controller. Elimi-
nating DC voltage prevents the leakage current into the isolation layers of the actuator and
avoids drift of the measured parameter values over time. On the other hand, the lowest
input AC voltage for large oscillations compared to the previous controller stays similar in
the range of 0.78 V to 1.01 V.
Figure 5.8: a) Phase portrait of chaotic oscillation , b) nondimensioanl beam tip deflection,






, at VDC = 0 V,
VAC = 1 V, and Ω = 90.4kHz. The cross shows the location of saddle and the circle shows
the location of stable equilibrium point.
5.4.2 Frequency Sweep
The frequency response curves shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are obtained by sweeping
the frequency of excitation at two fixed AC voltages of VAC = 1.23 V, and VAC = 1 V,
respectively. The results are obtained by solving Eqs. (5.4) numerically for 5000 periods of
AC excitation and sampling the last 128 periods at the period of excitation starting from
the maximum displacement. Decreasing the excitation frequency in the first case from 113
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kHz, the displacement amplitude increases until chaos appears through an intermittency
route at 93.51 kHz and continues down to 91.8 kHz. Below that, large motion disappears
as the attractor orbit becomes very large, touches the unstable manifold of the saddle
and goes to infinity (dynamic pull-in), in a process known as the escape from a potential
well [20]. The escape region, where there is no solution, exists down to the frequency of
85.3 kHz, below which the system response continues to be periodic all the way down.
Figure 5.9: Bifurcation diagram constructed from a frequency sweep at VAC = 1.23 V and
VDC = 0.
Both frequency sweeps reveal softening-type of response with a small chaotic region.
Comparing the two bifurcation diagrams, the escape region shrinks, the threshold frequency
for chaos drops, while the largest attractor grows for lower AC excitation. Lowering down
the AC excitation voltage eventually eliminates the escape region and the chaotic region
to be replaced by multi-valued periodic responses and hysteric jump observed in the force
sweep. The largest chaotic attractors shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 correspond to the
largest attractors in Figure 5.7 for frequencies of 91.8 kHz and 90.4 kHz, respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Bifurcation diagram constructed from a frequency sweep at VAC = 1 V and
VDC = 0.
5.4.3 Information Entropy
Information entropy is used as a metric to verify the attractor in Figure 5.8. The size of a
box containing the attractor is obtained and is divided to small cubes of size ε = 0.0002.
Then a Poincaré section of the attractor is found by sampling at the period of excitation
starting from the maximum displacement. The number of points in each cube is counted








where N is the total number of cubes. The system is fully predictable when all points are
located in one cell and therefore I = 0. Any value between 0 and 1 is a measure of the
unpredictability of a chaotic attractor.
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The information entropy is obtained for the attractor of Figure 5.8 starting from dif-
ferent initial conditions in the phase space. The results are presented in Figure 5.11. In
this figure, information entropies are between 0.732 and 0.737, which proves that the os-
cillations are chaotic. The figure also reveals that there is a common information entropy
of 0.7324 for 23 out of 26 initial conditions with a small variation of less than 0.005 for the
other three initial conditions.







at VDC = 0 V, VAC = 1 V, and Ω = 90.4kHz. The initial conditions are q0 at
equal increments between [0.28-0.66], q̇0 is constant at 0.1, and Vc0 = 0 V.
Information entropy is also found for an attractor located at VAC = 1.8 V in Figure 5.7
using the same initial conditions of Figure 5.11. The calculated information entropies are
illustrated in Figure 5.12, which shows a common value of 0.732 for 23 out of 26 initial con-
ditions and small variation for the other three initial conditions. The information entropy
was also obtained for other attractors and it was observed that there was a dominant value
of 0.732 for all attractors that does not depend on the excitation frequency or amplitude.
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at VDC = 0 V, VAC = 1.8 V, and Ω = 94.64kHz. The initial conditions are q0 at
equal increments between [0.28-0.66], q̇0 is constant at 0.1, and Vc0 = 0 V.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, a voltage regulator with a quadratic control function is developed for an
electrostatic actuator to make a large stroke chaotic resonator. Bifurcation diagrams are
obtained by sweeping the magnitude and frequency of excitation. The quadratic controller
demonstrates valuable advantages over the previously studied controller. Not only the the
quadratic regulator improves the system handling of noise, but also it requires no input
DC voltage that avoids leakage current in the isolation layers of MEMS. The regulator
drives the beam to vibrate in the positive and negative directions for a total range of 117%
of the gap, extended from 90% in the previous case. It requires only half of the previous
regulator output voltage, thus decreasing the load on the circuit components. The large
oscillations of the quadratic resonator are important as they are bounded in the phase
space, thus making detection easier which suitable for use in sensing applications. The size
and location of the chaotic attractors are also controllable setting DC, AC magnitude and
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frequency. Furthermore, the resonator is potentially robust as it is demonstrates a stable
response over a large area of the phase space.
Finally a metric of chaos, namely information entropy, is used to prove that the observed
long period orbits are indeed chaotic and to measure their irregularity. It was found the
chaotic attractors have a dominant information entropy of 0.732 that does not depend on






Contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
1. Development of a nonlinear micro-resonator
A comprehensive study of the nonlinear behavior of a chaotic micro-cantilever res-
onator was presented using a previously introduced control law. The model of the
micro-oscillator was improved from a lumped model to a multi degree of freedom
model based on the mode shapes of the micro-cantilever resonator. The developed
mathematical model was capable of complex dynamic analysis in seconds much faster
that the commercial FEM tools more suitable for static analysis. The actuator can
be configured as either a large-stroke actuator or a bi-stable actuator. The bi-stable
actuator was used to create a chaotic resonator. The excitation voltage and frequency
ranges where chaotic attractors appear were illustrated in bifurcation diagrams. A
chaos metric, Lyapunov exponent, was used to the existence of chaos. The investi-
gation of the nonlinear resonator revealed excitation frequency and voltage ranges
for periodic, multiple period, one-well, and two-well chaos as well as superharmonic
resonances. This study is valuable not only to avoid nonlinear responses in some
applications, but also to benefit from the rich inherent nonlinear behavior of the
micro-oscillator in developing the next generation of nonlinear mass detection sen-
sors.
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In addition, a new control law was introduced in this thesis for a chaotic micro-
resonator that not only yielded robust and bounded large oscillations that could easily
be detected, but also required less voltage that placed less demand on the electronic
components of the regulator. These properties make the resonator suitable to use
in different sensors. Further, the quadratic regulator circuit is expected to have less
noise as the singularity in the previous control law is eliminated. The chaotic micro-
resonator was created using one-well potential field and extended over 117% of the
gap. The bifurcation diagram of the chaotic resonator revealed large areas of one-well
chaotic oscillation from an intermittency for different frequencies of excitation.
2. Development of a large-stroke actuator
To achieve the large quasi-static actuation ranges required for applications such as
AFM-based memory devices, the control law was simplified into low-frequency ver-
sion. The low-frequency actuator was simulated, fabricated and tested using an
electronic control circuit to regulate the voltage of a micro-cantilever resonator. The
actuator parameters were determined experimentally. The actuation range of the
electrostatic actuator was extended quasi-statically to 90% of the gap larger than
the largest previously recorded travel range of 60%. The model used for simulations
predicted the system responses with good accuracy. Using the input waveform gen-
erated from the closed loop simulation, the open loop actuation was also extended
to 75% of the gap. The open loop actuator with the extended stable operation
is attractive due to its minimal system requirements. These large-stroke actuators
are advantageous in many applications such as optical filters, sensors, AFM surface
metrology systems. The large-stroke actuator also showed superharmonic resonances
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6.3 Future Work
Future work to extend the research in this thesis should include
• Extending the mathematical model for the electrostatic actuator to include the
squeeze-film damping effect.
• Implementing the two proposed chaotic resonators using control circuits similar to
those described in Chapter 4.
• Converting the superharmonic resonances of the large-stroke actuator in Chapter 4
to chaotic oscillation by using the high-frequency controller.
• using the metrics of chaos such as Lyapunov exponents, and information entropy for
the chaotic resonator in mass sensing applications.
• Applying the large-stroke electrostatic actuators developed in this thesis to optical
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